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Abstract

Within the field of optics, one of the topics being currently investigated with considerable interest is that of plasmonics, which refers to the use of surface plasmons on metallic nanostructures to manipulate light. It can be argued that this has been largely driven by two reasons. First, surface plasmons enable light to be concentrated into deep sub-wavelength regions, and therefore provide a means for overcoming the diffraction limit, which states that light can be focused to dimensions no smaller than roughly half the wavelength. Second, recent years have seen rapid development in nanofabrication methods – largely driven by applications in silicon microelectronics – that permit the realization of the metallic nanostructures needed for plasmonics. The goal of this thesis has been to harness these recent dramatic advances in plasmonics to address a long-standing problem in optics: the fact that Raman scattering cross sections are very small.

In Chapter 1, we lay out the fundamentals of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), localized surface plasmons (LSPs), Raman scattering, and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), in order to place contributions of this thesis into context.

In Chapter 2, we investigate the optimal design of optical antennas. These refer to antennas that operate at optical frequencies, and are employed throughout this thesis due
to their ability to concentrate light into nanoscale regions. We primarily investigate these with the application of surface-enhanced Raman scattering in mind. Optical antenna designs comprising pairs of metallic nanoparticles with different shapes are studied, using electromagnetic simulations performed via the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method. The concepts of charge and current reservoirs are introduced.

In Chapter 3, we continue our investigations on the optimal design of optical antennas, with an emphasis on improving directionality. We specifically consider the case of a device consisting of a pair of gold nanoparticles surrounded by concentric gold rings, all above a gold mirror. We perform simulations showing that the SERS enhancement in this design is two orders of magnitude higher than that of the basic design, consisting solely of a pair of gold nanoparticles. These simulations take the realistic case of focused illumination.

In Chapter 4, we experimentally demonstrate a substrate that achieves very high SERS performance. It consists of an array of pairs of gold nanoparticles with gaps well below 10 nm and a one-dimensional array of gold strips. These formed above a gold film, with a dielectric spacer layer between them. We perform simulations that show that the device achieves local electric field enhancements that are far higher than those of the basic design, consisting solely of pairs of gold nanoparticles on a glass substrate. Our experimental results reveal average SERS enhancement factor of $1.2\times10^{10}$, representing an increase of about two orders of magnitude over the basic design.

In Chapter 5, we demonstrate, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, single molecule SERS using a top-down fabricated chip that contains multiple hot-spot producing nanostructures (optical antennas). Our chip consists of pairs of closely-spaced
silver nanoparticles surrounded by silver rings. These are formed above a silver film, with a dielectric spacer layer between them. We perform electromagnetic simulations that predict very strong electric field intensity enhancement that is ~two orders of magnitude higher than that of the basic design, consisting of pairs of silver nanoparticles on an SiO₂ substrate. We experimentally verify that the chip achieves single molecule SERS (SMSERS) sensitivity via the isotopologue method. The experimental results show that the fraction of optical antennas on the chip that achieve single molecule sensitivity is near unity. We furthermore measure, again for the first time to the best of our knowledge, the far-field emission patterns of SERS from single molecules on the optical antennas.

In Chapter 6, we present experimental results on metasurfaces. One of key developments in optics over the past decade has been that of metamaterials. These typically comprise dielectric or metallic nanostructures in a regular array throughout a three-dimensional region that enable the realization of a bulk electromagnetic behavior that may be difficult or impossible to obtain otherwise. The term “metasurface” has come to refer to the case where these nanostructures are formed at a surface. We demonstrate a metasurface that achieves the near-total absorption of light at visible wavelengths. We demonstrate the SERS detection of single molecules on the metasurface, enabled by the strong electric field enhancement it generates. The metasurface consists of silver islands formed above a silver mirror, with an SiO₂ spacer layer between them. Because these are formed via the standard fabrication techniques of evaporation and sputtering, the metasurfaces are formed on a wafer scale in highly economical fashion. We discuss the interpretation of the physics underlying the perfect absorption phenomenon, and accompanying field enhancement.
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List of Contributions

1. We propose and study (with simulations) two new types of optical antennas. The first is termed the fan-rod antenna, and uses the concept of charge reservoirs to achieve large electric field enhancement. The second is a loop-shaped antenna with offsets, and uses the concept of current reservoirs concept to achieve large magnetic field enhancement.

2. We propose and study (with simulations) a means for increasing the excitation field and collimating the Raman emission available from optical antennas (pairs of metal nanoparticles separated by small gaps). The method consists of integrating the optical antennas with concentric ring gratings.

3. We propose, simulate, fabricate and test a plasmonic chip for surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). The chip consists of optical antennas (pairs of gold nanoparticles with sub-10 nm gaps) integrated with a one-dimensional array of gold strips and a gold mirror. A very large SERS enhancement factor (up to $1.2 \times 10^{10}$) is experimentally demonstrated.

4. We propose, simulate, fabricate and test a plasmonic chip for SERS. The chip contains thousands of optical antennas. Each antenna consists of a pair of silver nanoparticles, surrounded by a silver ring, and above a silver mirror. The optical antenna chip is experimentally verified to achieve single molecule SERS (SMSERS) sensitivity using the isotopologue method. This represents the first time, to the best of our knowledge, that SMSERS has been demonstrated with a chip containing multiple top-down fabricated structures. We also demonstrate, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, the directional emission patterns of Raman scattering from single
molecules.

5. We demonstrate metasurfaces, produced in a wafer scale fashion using a simple lithography-free process, consisting of silver islands formed above a silver mirror. The fabricated metasurfaces are experimentally demonstrated to act as near-perfect optical absorbers at visible wavelengths. We furthermore show that these enable SMSERS sensitivity. The near-perfect absorption phenomenon (and accompanying large local field enhancement) is interpreted with the aid of simulations.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

The term “plasmonics” has come to refer to the use of surface plasmons on metallic nanostructures to manipulate light on a sub-wavelength scale [1]. Surface plasmons are coherent electron oscillations that exist at the interface between any two materials across which the real part of the permittivity changes sign. When a surface plasmon couples with a photon, a hybridized excitation results that is called a surface plasmon polariton (SPP). Surface plasmons enable electric fields to be strongly enhanced on a sub-wavelength scale, and this thesis employs this phenomenon for surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). In this Chapter, we aim to provide a background on the fundamentals of plasmonics and of SERS, in order to place the results of this thesis in context. The goal is to provide simple classical models that aid with physical interpretation.

The topic of plasmonics is one of the areas of optics that currently holds the greatest interest, yet we note that it dates back to ancient times when metallic nanoparticles were used to produce stained glass. One of the most famous examples of plasmonics is the Lycurgus cup [2] that, being of the Byzantine period, is more than 1500 years old. When viewed with a light source on the outside of the cup, it appears green, due to strong scattering of light by the metallic nanoparticles that are embedded in the glass from which it is formed. On the other hand, if the light source is placed inside the cup, it appears red when viewed from outside. This is due to modification of the transmission spectrum of the glass by the absorption of light by the particles. The
underlying physical phenomenon was not of course understood in these ancient times. Two key works were performed approximately one hundred years ago that proved to be important advances in the understanding of plasmonics. Arnold Sommerfeld described the mathematics underlying the propagation of radio waves on the surface of a conductor with finite loss [3], a problem that bears considerable similarity to that of the propagation of SPPs. Gustav Mie formulated the solution to scattering of electromagnetic waves by a sphere [4], a problem of direct relevance to the excitation of localized surface plasmons (LSPs) on metallic nanoparticles. Another key development occurred in the 1950s, when Rufus Ritchie recorded the energy loss for electrons passing through thin metal foils and linked the energy loss with plasmons occurring on the surface of the metal [5].

The field of plasmonics is currently attracting considerable interest, ranging from fundamental studies to commercial applications. A comprehensive review of the field is beyond the scope of this Chapter, but examples include studies on sensing [6-9], waveguiding [10-14], metamaterials [15-18], solar cells [19-22], near-field optics [23-27], high-density optical data storage [28-30], quantum effects [31-33] and surface-enhanced Raman scattering [34-38].

The overarching themes of my research are on the design and fabrication of plasmonics devices that enhance and spatially confine electromagnetic fields for surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). SERS refers to the phenomenon in which Raman scattering from molecules in the vicinity of metallic nanostructures is enhanced [39]. SERS presents a means for identifying molecules through their “fingerprint” vibrational spectra [37, 38]. The boost in the Raman scattering is largely due to the local fields being strongly increased in the vicinity of the surface of the nanostructure [40-42]. Recent years
have therefore seen considerable interest in maximizing this field enhancement [43-53].
In this thesis, we study various means by which the field enhancement can be increased,
including by optimizing the shape of the nanoparticles that comprise the optical antenna,
by integrating these devices with metallic gratings, and by harnessing the related
phenomenon of perfect optical absorption. We study how to engineer the device to
maximize directionality, in order to improve the collection efficiency. We furthermore
develop methods for producing large area substrates with good performance in a highly
economical fashion.

1.2 Optical properties of metals

Most plasmonic devices, especially those operating at optical frequencies, use
metals. In this section we therefore consider a classical model that describes the
permittivities of metals.

We begin by considering the Drude-Sommerfeld model [54-56] of a metal as
consisting of a gas of free electrons and a rigid ionic lattice. An equation of motion of an
electron of the free-electron gas is given by:

\[
m^* \frac{d^2 \vec{r}}{dt^2} + m^* \gamma \frac{d \vec{r}}{dt} = -e \vec{E}_0 \exp(-i\omega t) \tag{1.1}
\]

where \(m^*\) is the effective mass of free electrons, \(\gamma\) is the damping coefficient describing
the electron scattering, \(-e\) is the charge of the electron and \(\vec{E}_0 \exp(-i\omega t)\) is the external
driving field. Taking the electron position as \(\vec{r}(t) = \vec{r}_0 e^{-i\omega t}\), we rewrite Equation (1.1)
as:

\[
-\omega^2 m^* \vec{r} + -i\omega m^* \gamma \vec{r} = -e \vec{E}_0 \tag{1.2}
\]
Using this equation, we obtain the macroscopic polarization of the metal to be

\[
\mathbf{P} = -n\mathbf{e} \mathbf{r} = -\frac{n\mathbf{e}^2}{m'(\omega^2 + i\gamma\omega)} E_0
\]  

(1.3)

where \( n \) is the density of electrons. From the polarization, we obtain the dispersive permittivity as

\[
\varepsilon(\omega) = 1 - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega^2 + i\gamma\omega} = \left(1 - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega^2 + \gamma^2}\right) + i \frac{\gamma\omega_p^2}{\omega(\omega^2 + \gamma^2)}
\]  

(1.4)

where \( \omega_p \) is the plasma frequency, defined as \( \omega_p = \sqrt{\frac{n\mathbf{e}^2}{m\varepsilon_0}} \). The plasma frequencies of metals are in the ultraviolet and visible portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The real part of the permittivity is therefore negative at frequencies smaller than \( \omega_p \), i.e. at visible and infrared wavelengths. The complex refractive index is given by the square root of the permittivity, i.e. \( n = \sqrt{\varepsilon} \). A negative permittivity therefore means that the refractive index will have a substantial imaginary component. This in turn means that a plane wave will penetrate the metal with an extent that is limited, and will be strongly reflected. The imaginary part of the permittivity represents energy dissipation associated with motion of the electrons in the metal.

The Drude-Sommerfield model gives accurate results for the optical properties of metals at long wavelengths. At shorter wavelengths, such as in the visible, the assumption that only the free electrons need to be modeled is no longer valid, as there can be interband transitions [1]. This results in a substantial deviation between the permittivity predicted by the Drude-Sommerfeld model, and that measured experimentally, e.g. by Johnson and Christy [57]. To address this, the response of the bound electrons is modeled as the sum of Lorentz oscillators [58]. The approach is similar to that employed when
considering the free electrons, but with an additional term that describes a restoring force:

\[ m_i \frac{d^2 \vec{r}}{dt^2} + m_i \gamma \frac{d\vec{r}}{dt} + K \vec{r} = -e \vec{E}_0 \exp(-i\omega t) \quad (1.5) \]

where \( m_i \) is the effective mass of bond electrons, \( \gamma \) is the damping constant of bond electrons and \( K \) is the spring constant representing the potential that keeps the electrons in place. As before, we assume that the electron position is given by \( \vec{r}(t) = \vec{r}_0 e^{-i\omega t} \), and obtain

\[ \vec{P} = -\tilde{n} e \vec{r} = \varepsilon_0 \frac{\tilde{\omega}_p^2}{(\omega_0^2 - \tilde{\omega}_p^2 + i\gamma \omega)} \vec{E}_0 \quad (1.6) \]

where \( \tilde{n} \) is the density of the bound electrons, \( \tilde{\omega}_p = \sqrt{\frac{\tilde{n} e^2}{m_i \varepsilon_0}} \) is defined along similar lines to the plasma frequency, and \( \omega_0 = \sqrt{\frac{K}{m_i}} \). The contribution of the bound electrons to the metal permittivity is then found from Equation (1.6) to be:

\[ \varepsilon_1 = \frac{\tilde{\omega}_p^2}{(\omega_0^2 - \tilde{\omega}_p^2 + i\gamma \omega)} \quad (1.7) \]

Combining the contributions of free and bound electrons to the metal permittivity, we obtain

\[ \varepsilon(\omega) = 1 - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega^2 + i\gamma \omega} + \sum_b \frac{\tilde{\omega}_{pb}^2}{(\omega_{0b}^2 - \omega^2 + i\gamma_b \omega)} \quad (1.8) \]

where the terms in the summation are the contributions of different interband transitions of electrons, each modeled as a Lorentz oscillator with parameters \( \tilde{\omega}_{pb}, \omega_{0b} \) and \( \gamma_b \).

In the following chapters, simulations are performed using the metal permittivity modeling by Equation (1.8), with the parameters chosen to obtain a match with the
experimentally-measured permittivity [57]. We also note that both Drude term and Lorentz terms in Equation (1.8) follow the Kramers-Krönig relation [59], thereby ensuring causality.

1.3 Surface plasmons on planar interfaces

SPPs are the quanta of surface charge density oscillations [1, 10, 60-62]. In Figure 1-1(a), we show a 1D interface between dielectric materials and metal. This interface is a simple structure that supports SPPs. The SPPs are tightly confined to the interface as shown in Figure 1-1(b) and usually have penetration depth on the order of tens of nanometers, e.g. for silver, the penetration depth is 23 nm at a free-space wavelength of $\lambda = 617$ nm.

![Figure 1-1](image)

Figure 1-1. (a) SPPs propagating along the interface between metal and dielectric material (from Ref. [63]). Charge and field distributions associated with the SPPs are illustrated schematically. (b) Profile of perpendicular field component $|E_z|$ of SPPs with penetration depths $\delta_d$ on the dielectric side and $\delta_m$ on the dielectric side, respectively (from Ref. [63]).

To derive the dispersion relation of the SPP shown in Figure 1-1, we use the Maxwell equations with appropriate boundary conditions. The fields on the dielectric and
metal sides are denoted by subscripts 1 and 2, respectively. These subscripts are also used when referring to the constitutive parameters of the dielectric and of the metal. The fields are then given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{E}_1 &= \{\hat{x}E_{x1} + \hat{z}E_{z1}\} \exp[i(k_x x + k_{z1} z)] \quad (1.9a) \\
\vec{H}_1 &= \hat{y}H_{y1} \exp[i(k_x x + k_{z1} z)] \quad (1.9b) \\
\vec{E}_2 &= \{\hat{x}E_{x2} + \hat{z}E_{z2}\} \exp[i(k_x x + k_{z2} z)] \quad (1.9c) \\
\vec{H}_2 &= \hat{y}H_{y2} \exp[i(k_x x + k_{z2} z)] \quad (1.9d)
\end{align*}
\]

Boundary conditions require continuity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields across the boundary. These yield:

\[
\begin{align*}
E_{x1} &= E_{x2} \quad (1.10a) \\
H_{y1} &= H_{y2} \quad (1.10b)
\end{align*}
\]

From the Maxwell equations and from the dispersion relation of the \( k \) vector in an isotropic medium, we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
E_{x1,2} &= \frac{k_{z1,2}}{\omega \varepsilon_{1,2} \varepsilon_0} H_{y1,2} \quad (1.11a) \\
k_{x1,2}^2 + k_x^2 &= \frac{\omega^2 \mu_0 \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_{1,2}}{} \quad (1.11b)
\end{align*}
\]

Because SPPs are evanescent along the direction perpendicular to the interface, and are bound to it, we obtain

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ik}_{z1} &< 0 \quad (1.12a) \\
\text{ik}_{z2} &> 0 \quad (1.12b)
\end{align*}
\]

Using Equation (1.10a) through Equation (1.12b), we obtain the SPP dispersion relation to be:
\[ k_x = \frac{\omega}{c} \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2}{\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2}} \quad (1.13) \]

For the case that the dielectric is free space and the permittivity of metal follows the Drude model of silver, the dispersion relationship of SPPs is as plotted in Figure 1-2.

![Figure 1-2](image)

Figure 1-2. Dispersion relation for SPPs at interface between free space and silver (Drude model). Frequency is normalized by plasma frequency \( \omega_p \) and real part of \( x \) component of wave vector \( k_x \) is normalized by \( k_p = \frac{\omega_p}{c} \).

In Figure 1-2, the light line of the dielectric is also shown as a dashed line. It is seen that there is no intersection between the dispersion curve of SPPs and light line of the dielectric except for at the origin. There is therefore a momentum mismatch between these two curves, meaning that SPPs at the interface cannot be directly excited by shining a plane wave onto the metal from the dielectric side. Instead, prism or grating coupling is often used (Figure 1-3).
Figure 1-3. (a) Kretschmann configuration using prism for SPPs coupling. (b) Dispersion relationship of SPP, and light lines in free space and in prism. (c) Grating coupler for SPP excitation. Periodicity of grating is $\Lambda$ . (d) Dispersion relationship of SPPs. Red arrow is normalized tangential component $k_{1x}/k_p = \omega \sin(\theta) / (ck_p)$ of wave vector of excitation wave. Blue arrow is normalized reciprocal lattice vector $G/k_p = 2\pi / (\Lambda k_p)$ of grating.

In the prism (or Kretschmann) configuration (Figure 1-3a), a prism with refractive index $n_p = \sqrt{\varepsilon_p}$ larger than that of the dielectric (air, $n_d = \sqrt{\varepsilon_1}$) is placed on the back side of the metal layer. The metal layer is thin enough to allow the excitation light from the prism side to be coupled to the dielectric side. Due to the larger refractive index of the prism, as shown in Figure 1-3b, the slope of light line of the prism is smaller than that of
the dielectric. The light line of the prism and the SPP dispersion relationship intersect, meaning that light incident from the prism can indeed excite SPPs at the metal-dielectric (air) interface.

In the scheme of Figure 1-3c, the necessary additional momentum is achieved by a grating that provides a reciprocal lattice vector $G = \frac{2\pi p}{\Lambda}$ ($p$ is integer). When the sum of the tangential component $k_{1x}$ of the wavevector of the excitation light and the reciprocal lattice vector matches the SPP wavevector (Figure 1-3d), SPPs at the metal-dielectric (air) interface can be excited.

The SPP dispersion shown in Figure 1-2 is an idealized one, as the permittivity of silver is taken to follow a simple Drude model. For the case where the dielectric is free space and the permittivity of metal is taken to follow the measured optical properties of silver reported in Ref. [57], the SPP dispersion relationship is as plotted in Figure 1-4.

![Figure 1-4](image)

Figure 1-4. Dispersion relation for SPPs at interface between free space and silver (using measured optical properties of Ref. [57]).

From Figure 1-4, it can be seen that the dispersion curve predicted by Equation
(1.13) has three regions. The lower energy (low frequency) branch is the SPP mode that is similar to the mode shown in Figure 1-2. The high energy (high frequency) branch is termed the Brewster mode, and represents the case where the waves are no longer bound to the interface between free space and silver. This branch arises because, at these high frequencies, silver can be considered a lossy dielectric, with the real part of the permittivity being positive. There is a quasi-bound mode ("back bending" effect) connecting the high and low energy branches.

1.4 Localized surface plasmons

In last section, we considered surface plasmon polaritons propagating along, and confined to, the one-dimensional (1D) interface between a metal and a dielectric. It is natural to next consider what happens when this interface is “wrapped” to yield wires or particles that achieve two dimensional (2D) or three dimensional (3D) confinement of surface plasmons. Since these do not usually propagate, they are termed localized surface plasmons (LSPs).

When the dimensions of the wires and particles are much smaller than the excitation free space wavelength, one can use the quasi-static approximation [64] to obtain the field distributions in closed form. Because the contributions of this thesis, as outlined in the remaining chapters, are predominantly to do with nanoparticles (rather than nanowires), we next present the derivation for the surface plasmons on nanospheres. Because this thesis also makes use of nanoparticle arrays and nanoparticles separated by nanoscale gaps, we also present models for understanding the coupling between nanoparticles.
1.4.1 Scattering by nanospheres and ellipsoids

In this section, we consider the case of a nanosphere illuminated by a plane wave (Figure 1-5).

\[ \vec{E}_0 \]

Figure 1-5. Nanosphere is illuminated by a plane wave. \( a \) is the radius of the sphere. \( \varepsilon_1 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 \) are the permittivities of the surrounding medium and sphere, respectively. \( r \) and \( \theta \) specify the observation point. \( \vec{E}_0 \) denotes the incident plane wave, with \( \vec{E}_0 = \hat{z}E_0 \).

Suppose that \( k \) is the wavevector of the incident plane wave in the surrounding medium of Figure 1-5. The case where \( ka \ll 1 \) corresponds to the quasi-static limit [64]. In the static case, the Faraday’s Law reduces to the Laplace equation for the electric potential.

\[ \nabla^2 \phi_{1,2} = 0 \quad (1.14) \]

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the outside and inside of the sphere, respectively. The electric fields can be calculated from the potentials as follows:

\[ \vec{E}_{1,2} = -\nabla \phi_{1,2} \quad (1.15) \]

Considering the azimuthal symmetry of the sphere shown in Figure 1-4, the general solution of the potential can be expressed as follows:

\[ \phi = \sum (A_l r^l + B_l r^{-(l+1)}) P_l(\cos \theta) \quad (1.16) \]

where \( P_l(\cos \theta) \) is the \( l \) th order Legendre polynomial and \( \theta \) is the angle between
observation direction and the \( z \) axis. Because the \( r^{-l+1} \) terms blow up at the origin and result in non-physical solutions, they are removed from the expression for the potential inside the sphere. The potentials outside and inside the sphere are therefore given by:

\[
\phi_1 = \sum (A_l r^l + B_l r^{-l+1}) P_l(\cos \theta) \quad (1.17a)
\]

\[
\phi_2 = \sum C_l r^l P_l(\cos \theta) \quad (1.17b)
\]

To solve the coefficients in (1.17a) and (1.17b), the following boundary conditions are applied.

\[
\lim_{r \to \infty} \phi_1 = -E_0 r \cos \theta \quad (1.18a)
\]

\[
\phi_1 = \phi_2 \quad (r = a) \quad (1.18b)
\]

\[
\varepsilon_1 \frac{\partial \phi_1}{\partial r} = \varepsilon_2 \frac{\partial \phi_2}{\partial r} \quad (r = a) \quad (1.18c)
\]

Using the above boundary conditions, we obtain the potentials outside and inside the sphere to be

\[
\phi_1 = -E_0 r \cos \theta + a^3 E_0 \frac{\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_2 + 2\varepsilon_1} \cos \theta \quad (1.19a)
\]

\[
\phi_2 = -\frac{3\varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_2 + 2\varepsilon_1} E_0 r \cos \theta \quad (1.19c)
\]

It is seen that the potential outside the sphere is the sum of the potential \((-E_0 r \cos \theta)\) due to the incident wave and a potential generated by a dipole located at the origin with dipole moment given by:

\[
\vec{p} = \vec{p}_0 = 4\pi \varepsilon_2 \varepsilon_0 \frac{\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_2 + 2\varepsilon_1} a^3 E_0 = \varepsilon_2 \alpha \vec{E}_0 \quad (1.20)
\]

It can be seen that the dipole moment of the metallic sphere is induced by the incident wave, and is proportional to the incident field. In Equation (1.20), the ease with which the
sphere is polarized is specified by the polarizability $\alpha$, which is defined by:

$$\alpha = 4\pi r^3 \frac{\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_2 + 2\varepsilon_1} \quad (1.21)$$

The polarizability will become large when the denominator $(\varepsilon_2 + 2\varepsilon_1)$ is small. If the metallic sphere is embedded in free space, the permittivity $\varepsilon_1$ of the outside dielectric is $\varepsilon_0$. For metals, the real part $\varepsilon_{2r}$ of the permittivity $\varepsilon_2$ is negative for frequencies smaller than the plasma frequency. As $\varepsilon_{2r}$ approaches $-2\varepsilon_0$, the polarizability of the sphere becomes large. The denominator will not be zero however, as the permittivity of the sphere will always have a finite imaginary component.

As shown in Ref. [65], the fields generated by the induced dipole of the nanosphere are given by:

$$E_s(r) = \frac{1}{4\pi \varepsilon_1} \left\{ -\frac{p}{r^3} + \frac{3\hat{r}[\hat{r} \cdot p]}{r^5} + \frac{ik}{r^2} \frac{3ikr[\hat{r} \cdot p]}{r^4} - \frac{k^2}{r^3} r \times [r \times p] \right\} e^{i\hat{r} \cdot \hat{r}} \quad (1.22a)$$

$$H_s(r) = \frac{i\omega}{4\pi} \left\{ \frac{1}{r^3} - \frac{ik}{r^2} \right\} \frac{r \times p}{r} e^{i\hat{r} \cdot \hat{r}} \quad (1.22b)$$

In the near field region ($kr \ll 1$), several terms in Equations (1.22a) and (1.22b) can be dropped. The scattered fields are then given by:

$$E_s(r) = \frac{1}{4\pi \varepsilon_1 r^3} \left\{ 3\hat{r}(\hat{r} \cdot p) - p \right\} \quad (1.23a)$$

$$H_s(r) = \frac{i\omega}{4\pi r^2} \left\{ \hat{r} \times p \right\} \quad (1.23b)$$

In the near field, the ratio of the electric field to the magnetic field is inversely proportional to $r$. Therefore, near fields can therefore be thought of as predominantly electric in nature. Furthermore, from Equations (1.23a) and (1.23b), we find that the
nanosphere generates a large near field when $p$ is on resonance ($\varepsilon_{2r}$ approaches $-2\varepsilon_0$). Using finite element method (FEM), we simulate a case that a small sphere made of silver (optical properties as measured in Ref. [57]) in free space is illuminated by a plane wave polarized along the $z$ direction as shown in Figure 1-5. The simulation shows that the sphere is on resonance at a wavelength of $\lambda=361$ nm, at which $\varepsilon_{2r}$ approaches $-2\varepsilon_0$.

In Figure 1-6, we plot the normalized intensity of the electric fields around the nanosphere at a wavelength of $\lambda=361$ nm on the $xz$ plane. It can be seen that the nanosphere generates large local fields when it is on resonance. As discussed later, such large local fields are favorable for SERS.

Figure 1-6. Normalized intensity of electric fields around a nanosphere illuminated by a plane wave polarized along $z$ direction at a wavelength of $\lambda=361$ nm. The radius of the sphere is 20 nm and the center of the sphere is at the origin. The intensity of the electric fields around the nanosphere is normalized by the intensity $|E_0|^2$ of the incident wave. Dashed circle indicates the surface of the sphere.

Similar to the near field region case, in the far-field region ($kr \gg 1$), several terms in Equations (1.22a) and (1.22b) can be dropped, yielding

$$E_s(\hat{r}) = \frac{1}{4\pi\varepsilon_0} \frac{1}{ikr} \{ -ik^3 \hat{r} \times (\hat{r} \times \vec{p}) \} e^{ikr} \quad (1.24a)$$
\[ H_s(\vec{r}) = \frac{i\omega}{4\pi} \frac{1}{r} \{ -ik \} \hat{r} \times \vec{p} e^{i\vec{k}\cdot\vec{r}} \] (1.24b)

By integrating Poynting vectors associated with the scattered and total fields over a surface enclosing the sphere [64], we find the scattering cross section \( C_{\text{sca}} \) and absorption cross section \( C_{\text{abs}} \), respectively. The extinction cross section \( C_{\text{ext}} \) is given by their sum.

The results are as follows.

\[ C_{\text{sca}} = \frac{k^4}{6\pi} |\vec{\alpha}|^2 = \frac{8\pi}{3} k^4 a^6 \left| \frac{\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_2 + 2\varepsilon_1} \right|^2 \] (1.25a)

\[ C_{\text{abs}} = k \text{ Im}(\alpha) = 4\pi k a^3 \text{ Im}\left( \frac{\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_2 + 2\varepsilon_1} \right) \] (1.25b)

\[ C_{\text{ext}} = C_{\text{sca}} + C_{\text{abs}} \] (1.25c)

It is seen that \( C_{\text{ext}} \) is dominated by \( C_{\text{abs}} \) at quasistatic limit \((ka << 1)\), since \( C_{\text{sca}} \) and \( C_{\text{abs}} \) is propotional to \( a^6 \) and \( a^3 \), respectively.

As discussed, all the results presented thus far in this section are based on the quasi-static approximation, which requires that the particle is much smaller than the free space wavelength of the incident wave. For larger particles, with sizes comparable with the free space wavelength of the incident wave, the quasi-static approximation is no longer valid and the Mie solution [4] is needed to model the scattering rigorously. From the first order TM mode of the Mie theory, we find sphere polarizability to be given as follows [1]

\[ \alpha = \frac{1 - \frac{1}{10}(\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2)^2 A^2 + O(A^4)}{(\frac{1}{3} - \frac{\varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_1}) - \frac{1}{30}(\varepsilon_2 + 10\varepsilon_1) A^2 - i \frac{4\pi e^{-\lambda_0 V}}{3} V + O(A^4)} \] (1.26)
where $\lambda_0$ is the free space wavelength of the incident wave, $A = \frac{\pi a}{\lambda_0}$ is a measure of the sphere size and $V$ is the sphere volume. In the quasi-static limit ($A \ll 1$), the polarizability as given in Equation (1.26) reduces to the form of Equation (1.21). The term in the numerator that is quadratic in $A$ results from retardation of the incident wave within the sphere. The term in the denominator that is quadratic in $A$ results in the polarizability becoming large at a wavelength that differs from that predicted by the quasi-static approximation. For the spheres made of a metal that can be modeled by a Drude response, the dipole resonance of the sphere red-shifts as $A$ increases.

To model nanoparticles with even more general shapes, we next consider the case of an ellipsoid whose outer surface is defined by $\frac{x^2}{a^2} + \frac{y^2}{b^2} + \frac{z^2}{c^2} = 1$. As before, we consider the case of plane wave illumination (Figure 1-7), with the ellipsoid being much smaller than the wavelength of the incident illumination and the quasi-static approximation being therefore applicable. Using methods similar to that shown above for
the nanosphere, the polarizability of the ellipsoid is found to be given by:

\[ \alpha = \hat{x}\hat{x}\alpha_x + \hat{y}\hat{y}\alpha_y + \hat{z}\hat{z}\alpha_z \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.27a)

\[ \alpha_{x,y,z} = \frac{(\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_1)V}{\varepsilon_1 + (\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_1)L_{x,y,z}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.27b)

\[ L_x = \frac{abc}{2} \int_{s=0}^{\infty} (s + a^2)^{-1} [(s + a^2)(s + b^2)(s + c^2)]^{-1/2} \, ds \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.27c)

\[ L_y = \frac{abc}{2} \int_{s=0}^{\infty} (s + b^2)^{-1} [(s + a^2)(s + b^2)(s + c^2)]^{-1/2} \, ds \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.27d)

\[ L_z = \frac{abc}{2} \int_{s=0}^{\infty} (s + c^2)^{-1} [(s + a^2)(s + b^2)(s + c^2)]^{-1/2} \, ds \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.27e)

where \( V (= \frac{4\pi}{3}abc) \) is the volume of the ellipsoid. For \( a = b = c \), the polarizability of the ellipsoid reduces to that of the sphere (Equation (1.21)).

### 1.4.2 Coupling between particles

In the last section, we studied the LSP resonances of single particles in homogeneous media, i.e. without any neighbors. It has been shown that the resonances of particles are shifted due to the coupling between particles and that the fields around the particles can be enhanced by the presence of neighboring particles [66-69]. In this section, we consider simple intuitive models for the coupling between particles.

Consider a one-dimensional chain of metallic spheres, equally spaced along the \( \hat{x} \) direction with period \( d \) (Figure 1-8a)
Figure 1-8. (a) Schematic of the array of metallic spheres with equal spacing. (b) Transverse mode of the metallic sphere array. Red arrows show the induced dipoles. (c) Longitudinal mode of the metallic sphere array. Red arrows show the induced dipoles.

As before, we consider the case in which the spheres are much smaller than the free space wavelength of the excitation, meaning that the quasi-static approximation can be applied. Each sphere can therefore be modeled by a dipole. If the spheres are not so close to each that gap modes are formed, the dipole model is to model the fields around the spheres. From Equation (1.22a), the electric field generated by each sphere in the array is given by:

$$E(\vec{p}, \vec{r}, \omega) = \frac{1}{4\pi\varepsilon_0} \left[ \left(1 - \frac{i\omega \alpha}{v} \right) \frac{3(\hat{r} \cdot \vec{p})\hat{r} - \vec{p}}{r^3} + \frac{\omega^2}{v^2} \frac{\vec{p} - (\hat{r} \cdot \vec{p})\hat{r}}{r} \right] e^{i(\omega t/v)} \quad (1.28)$$

where $\vec{r}$ is the observation point, $\varepsilon_0$ is the permittivity of the surrounding medium, and $v$ is the speed of light in the surrounding medium. The dipole moment $\vec{p}$ of the sphere is its polarizability $\alpha(\omega)$ multiplied by the driving field and $\varepsilon_0$. The driving field at each sphere is the sum of the incident wave and the fields generated by the other spheres. This results in the following expression for the dipole moment of the $n$ th sphere:
\[
\vec{p}_n = \varepsilon_1 \alpha(\omega) \vec{E}_{inc}^n + \frac{1}{4\pi\varepsilon_1} \sum_{m \neq n} \{(1 - \frac{i \omega |n - m| d}{v}) \frac{3(\hat{r} \cdot \vec{p}_m)\hat{r} - \vec{p}_m}{|n - m|^3 d^3} + \frac{\omega^2}{v^2} \frac{\vec{p}_m - (\hat{r} \cdot \vec{p}_m)\hat{r}}{|n - m|d} e^{i \omega |n - m| d / v} \}
\]

(1.29)

where \( \vec{E}_{inc}^n \) is the field of incident wave at the position of the \( n \)th sphere.

Here we first consider a transverse mode \( \hat{x} \cdot \vec{p}_n = 0 \) of the sphere chain as shown in Figure 1-8b. Furthermore, we assume that the incident wave is a plane wave. The induced dipole moments of the spheres are then given by

\[
\vec{p}_n = \vec{p}_0 e^{i \omega k_x d} \quad (1.30)
\]

where \( k_x \) is the \( x \) component of the wave vector. By substituting Equation (1.30) into Equation (1.29), we find the transverse-mode dipole moment of the sphere (without the phase term) to be given by:

\[
\vec{p}_0 = \varepsilon_1 \alpha \frac{\vec{E}_{inc}^n e^{-i \omega k_x d}}{1 - \frac{\alpha(\omega)}{4\pi} \sum_{m \neq n} W_{mn}} \quad (1.31)
\]

\[
W_{mn} = (1 - \frac{i \omega |n - m| d}{v}) \frac{-1}{|n - m|^3 d^3} + \frac{\omega^2}{v^2} \frac{1}{|n - m|d} e^{i \omega |n - m| d / v} e^{i (n-m) k_x d} \quad (1.32)
\]

The dispersion of the transverse mode is determined by the condition that the denominator of Equation (1.31) vanishes, yielding:

\[
1 + 2 \varepsilon_1 \alpha(\omega) \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \{(1 - \frac{i \omega d}{v} j) \frac{1}{j^3} - \frac{\omega^2}{v^2} \frac{d^2}{j} \} \cos(j k_x d) e^{i \omega d / v} = 0 \quad (1.33)
\]

Following the approaches similar to those above, we find the dispersion of the longitudinal mode (Figure 1-8c) to be given by:

\[
1 - 4 \varepsilon_1 \alpha(\omega) \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \{(1 - \frac{i \omega d}{v} j) \frac{1}{j^3} \} \cos(j k_x d) e^{i \omega d / v} = 0 \quad (1.34)
\]
For the polarizability $\alpha(\omega)$, we take the polarizability as given by Equation (1.21), but correct for radiation losses [70]. We denote the polarizability as given by Equation (1.21) as $\alpha_0$. The radiation loss-corrected polarizability is then found from the following equation:

$$\frac{1}{\alpha} = \frac{1}{\alpha_0} - i \frac{2\omega^3}{3c^3} \quad (1.35)$$

The dispersion relations of the transverse and longitudinal modes can be found numerically after plugging Equation (1.35) into Equations (1.33) and (1.34), respectively. We term these the “fully retarded dispersion relations”. We present the results of such a calculation. Before doing so however, we present the dispersion relations that result when several approximations are made [71]. As we discuss later, while the resultant dispersion relations differ from those found without making these approximations (i.e. the fully retarded dispersion relations), the results nonetheless provide helpful physical insight. We term these the “quasistatic dispersion relations”, but note that several approximations are made (i.e. not just of quasistatic fields). These are discussed as follows. The first approximation is that the inter-particle distances are far smaller than the free space wavelength. A consequence of this assumption is that the near field term ($\frac{1}{r^3}$ term) of the dipole scattering dominates, and Equations (1.33) and (1.34) can be simplified as follows:

$$(1 + 2 \frac{\alpha(\omega)}{4\pi d^3} \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{j^3} \cos(jk_d d) = 0 \quad (1.36a)$$

$$(1 - 4 \frac{\alpha(\omega)}{4\pi d^3} \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{j^3} \cos(jk_d d) = 0 \quad (1.36b)$$

The spheres in Figure 1-8 are made of silver and the surrounding medium is glass. We
make the assumption that the silver permittivity follows the Drude model of Equation (1.4), but that there is no damping ($\gamma = 0 \, Hz$). We take the plasma frequency as $\omega_p = 8.04 \times 10^{15} \, rad/s$. The further assumption that the nanosphere polarizability need not include radiation loss is also made. Therefore, the sphere polarizability is given by:

$$\alpha = 4\pi a^3 \frac{\omega_0^2}{\omega_0^2 - \omega^2} \quad (1.37)$$

where $a$ is the radius of the sphere and $\omega_0 = \omega_p / \sqrt{3}$. With the above assumptions, Equation (1.36a) and Equation (1.36b) can be simplified to be:

$$\frac{\omega^2}{\omega_0^2} = 1 + 2 \frac{a^3}{d^3} \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \frac{I}{j^3} \cos(jk_x d) \quad (1.38a)$$

$$\frac{\omega^2}{\omega_0^2} = 1 - 4 \frac{a^3}{d^3} \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \frac{I}{j^3} \cos(jk_x d) \quad (1.38b)$$

Equations (1.38a) and (1.38b) are the dispersion relations for the transverse and longitudinal modes of an array containing an infinite number of spheres. In Figure 1-9, these are plotted as the thin solid red curve and thin dashed green curve for the transverse and longitudinal modes, respectively. We take $a = 30 \, nm$ and $d = 75 \, nm$. 
Figure 1-9. Dispersion relations of plasmonic mode for chain of metallic spheres (from Ref. [72]). Solid red curve and dashed green curve plot quasistatic dispersion relations of transverse and longitudinal modes, respectively, according to model of Equations (1.38a) and (1.38b). Curves comprising red and green squares plot fully retarded dispersion relations of transverse and longitudinal modes, respectively, according to the model of Equations (1.33)-(1.35). Blue circles show the dispersion relation of transverse mode for an array of 10 particles.

In Figure 1-9, the fully retarded dispersion relations, found using Equations (1.33)-(1.35), are also plotted as red and green square symbols. These relations do not make the assumptions of the quasistatic dispersion relations discussed in the preceding paragraphs, but rather take into account metal damping, radiation loss and the \(1/r\) and \(1/r^2\) terms in the electric field from a dipole (Equation 1.28). It can be seen that, despite the substantial approximations made in the quasistatic dispersion relation, there is reasonable qualitative agreement with the fully retarded dispersion relations for small values of \(k\). At larger values, the deviations are pronounced, especially for the transverse mode, for which the
fully-retarded model exhibits two branches, while the quasistatic approximation only shows one. In Figure 1-9, the transverse mode dispersion relation for a chain of ten spheres is also plotted. As the number of spheres is increased, the dispersion relation approaches that of the infinite sphere array case.

Figure 1-10. (a) Interpretation of transverse mode of chain metallic spheres. Red arrows depict dipole moments, while blue lines depict electric fields generated by sphere $n$. (b) Interpretation of longitudinal mode.

It is seen from Equation (1.37) that the resonant frequency of the sphere is $\omega_0 = 4.64 \times 10^{15} \text{ rad/s}$, when the coupling between neighbors is not taken into account. Compared with the sphere without neighbors, we find that the resonant frequency of the array is blue-shifted for the transverse mode and red-shifted for the longitudinal mode at $k_x = 0$, which corresponds to the case where the dipole moments of the spheres in the chain are in phase. Our interpretation of this is as follows. It can be seen (Figure 1-10) that, for the transverse mode, the dipole moment of each sphere is out of phase (180 °) with the electric fields generated by its neighbors. It can be similarly seen that, for the
longitudinal mode, the dipole moment of each sphere is in phase with the electric fields generated by its neighbors. The effect of this upon the plasmon resonance frequency can be understood with a mass-and-spring model [73] of LSP on a metal nanoparticle. The equation motion of the electrons in the mass-and-spring model has a similar form to Equation (1.5), but replaces the effective mass \( m_e \) of electron in Equation (1.5) with the total mass \( M \) of electrons participating in the LSP. The spring in the mass-and-spring model [67] is considered to supply a restoring force to these electrons. For the transverse mode, the fields generated by neighor ing spheres are out of phase with the dipole moment of the sphere, i.e. in the same direction as the restoring force from the spring. The restoring force is therefore increased, and the situation can be interpreted as being equivalent to the LSP on an isolated sphere, but with an increased spring constant \( K \). As the resonance frequency is given by \( \omega_0 = \sqrt{\frac{K}{M}} \), the transverse mode should have an increased resonance frequency (blue-shift). For the longitudinal mode, the fields generated by the neighbors are in phase of the dipole moment of the sphere, i.e. in the opposite direction to the restoring force from the spring. One can therefore interpret the situation as being equivalent to the LSP on an isolated sphere, but with reduced spring constant \( K \). The resonance frequency of the longitudinal mode is therefore smaller (red-shift) than that of an isolated sphere.

1.4.3 Interaction between LSPRs of metal sphere dimer

In the last section, we studied an array of infinite numbers of nano particles. Here we focus on a simpler structure (Figure 1-11), a dimer composed of a pair of identical
metallic spheres separated by a gap. We study this simpler structure because dimers generate larger enhanced field than isolated particles, which is favorable for SERS [74].

Figure 1-11. Schematic of metal sphere dimer and definition of the bispherical coordinate system (μ, η, φ). Note that μ does not refer to permeability. The dimer consist of two identical metallic spheres with radii of $R_0$ that are separated by a distance of $D$.

To compare the dimer with isolated particle, we use FEM method to simulate a dimer composed of two identical silver nanospheres with radii of 20 nm, separated by a nanogap of 4 nm. The dimer is illuminated by a plane wave propagating along the $y$-direction and polarized along the $z$-direction. The simulations results show that the dimer has two resonances, at wavelengths of $\lambda = 397.4$ nm (3.13 eV) and $\lambda = 359.3$ nm (3.46 eV). The resonance at the wavelength of $\lambda = 359.3$ nm is close to that of the isolated sphere at $\lambda = 361$ nm (Figure 1-6). This double resonance phenomenon will be discussed later in this section. In Figure 1-12, the intensity enhancement around the dimer at the resonance wavelengths of $\lambda = 397.4$ nm and $\lambda = 359.3$ nm are plotted. The peak intensity
enhancements of the dimer are $2.17 \times 10^4$ and $6.35 \times 10^3$ at $\lambda = 397.4$ nm and $\lambda = 359.3$ nm, respectively, which are both much larger than that of the isolated sphere ($3.81 \times 10^2$, Figure 1-6). The simulation results verify that the dimer generates larger field enhancement than the isolated sphere.

![Figure 1-12](image)

Figure 1-12. Normalized intensity of electric fields around a dimer illuminated by a plane wave polarized along z direction and propagating along the y direction. The intensity of the electric fields around the dimer is normalized by the intensity $|E_0|^2$ of the incident wave. Dashed circles indicate the surfaces of the spheres. (a) Normalized intensity of electric fields at an illumination wavelength of $\lambda = 397.4$ nm (3.13 eV). (b) Normalized intensity of electric fields at an illumination wavelength of $\lambda = 359.3$ nm (3.46 eV).

To understand the double resonance phenomenon and the large local field enhancement achieved by the dimer, we follow the theoretical model of Ref. [75]. We assume that the silver sphere dimer (Figure 1-11) is illuminated by a plane wave $E_0 e^{-i\omega t}$ whose polarization vector is defined by polar angle $\theta = \theta_0$ and azimuthal angle $\phi = \phi_0$. We assume that the spheres are much smaller than the wavelength of the incident wave.
The quasi static approximation is therefore valid and the Maxwell equations reduce to the Laplace equation. We follow the bispherical coordinate system \((\mu, \eta, \phi)\) employed in Ref. [75] and shown in Figure 1-11. In this system, the surfaces of the right and left sphere are defined as \(\mu = \mu_0\) and \(\mu = -\mu_0\), respectively, and the \(xy\) plane is defined as \(\mu = 0\). The potentials inside and outside the spheres are then obtained by solving Laplace equation under the bispherical coordinate system, yielding:

\[
\Phi_0 = \Phi_{\text{ext}} + F \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \sum_{|m|=-\infty}^{\infty} A^m_n \exp \left[ \left( n + \frac{1}{2} \right) \mu \right] + B^m_n \exp \left[ - \left( n + \frac{1}{2} \right) \mu \right] \right] Y^m_n(\cos \eta, \phi) \quad (1.39a)
\]

\[
\Phi_2 = F \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \sum_{|m|=-\infty}^{\infty} C^m_n \exp \left[ - \left( n + \frac{1}{2} \right) \mu \right] Y^m_n(\cos \eta, \phi) \quad (1.39b)
\]

\[
\Phi_1 = F \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \sum_{|m|=-\infty}^{\infty} D^m_n \exp \left[ \left( n + \frac{1}{2} \right) \mu \right] Y^m_n(\cos \eta, \phi) \quad (1.39c)
\]

\(\Phi_0, \Phi_1, \Phi_2\) are the potentials of outside the spheres, within the left sphere and within the right sphere, respectively. \(Y^m_n(\cos \eta, \phi)\) are the spherical harmonics as defined in Ref. [70] and \(F = (\cosh \mu - \cos \eta)^{1/2}\). The external potential due to the incident wave is \(\Phi_{\text{ext}} = -E_0 (x \cos \theta_0 + y \sin \theta_0 \cos \phi_0 + y \sin \theta_0 \sin \phi_0) e^{-i\omega t}\). To calculate the coefficients \(A^m_n, B^m_n, C^m_n\) and \(D^m_n\), the following boundary conditions are applied.

\[
\Phi_0 \bigg|_{\mu = \mu_0} = \Phi_2 \bigg|_{\mu = -\mu_0} \quad (1.40a)
\]

\[
\Phi_0 \bigg|_{\mu = -\mu_0} = \Phi_1 \bigg|_{\mu = -\mu_0} \quad (1.40b)
\]

\[
\varepsilon_1 \frac{\partial \Phi_0}{\partial \mu} \bigg|_{\mu = \mu_0} = \varepsilon_2 \frac{\partial \Phi_2}{\partial \mu} \bigg|_{\mu = \mu_0} \quad (1.40c)
\]

\[
\varepsilon_1 \frac{\partial \Phi_0}{\partial \mu} \bigg|_{\mu = -\mu_0} = \varepsilon_2 \frac{\partial \Phi_1}{\partial \mu} \bigg|_{\mu = -\mu_0} \quad (1.40d)
\]
The electric field outside the spheres is calculated using

\[ E_i = \left(1 / h_i \right) \frac{\partial \Phi_i}{\partial \rho}, \quad i = \mu, \eta, \phi \]  

(1.41)

The \( h_i \) terms are the scale factors for the bispherical coordinate system. From the electric field, we obtain the normalized field intensity to be

\[ \tilde{I} = \frac{E_\mu E_\mu^* + E_\eta E_\eta^* + E_\phi E_\phi^*}{E_0 E_0^*} \]  

(1.42)

We now show the intensity enhancement predicted by this model for the silver sphere dimer. In Figure 1-13, the normalized field intensities on the surface of the right sphere \( (d = 0) \) along the observation direction \( \theta = 45^\circ \) and \( \phi = 0^\circ \) are plotted for different values of \( \lambda \), which here does not denote wavelength, but rather relative gap size.

![Figure 1-13. Intensity enhancement of silver nanosphere dimer for different scale factors \( \lambda \) (from Ref. [75]).](image)

The case \( \lambda = 0 \) is for the situation that the spheres are infinitely far from one another, meaning that the spheres act as isolated particles. There is therefore only one LSPR peak \( (\omega = 3.48 \text{ eV}) \). This in agreement with the prediction of Equation (1.21) and
of the FEM simulation of Figure 1-6, with only a small difference in predicted resonance frequency. The results of Figure 1-13 show that resonance peak of the isolated particle splits into two peaks as the gap size is decreased. Note that, for spheres with radii of 20 nm, values of $\lambda$ of 0.4, 0.4348, 0.4545 and 0.4792 correspond to gap widths $D$ of 10 nm, 6 nm, 4 nm, and 2 nm, respectively. As pointed out in Ref. [75], this splitting is due to the strong coupling between the two degenerate harmonic oscillators consisting of the left and right spheres. When the two oscillators are coupled to each other, the degenerate resonance modes are replaced by two modes with different frequencies. One is lower than the LSPR frequency of an isolated particle and the other one is close to it. As the distance between two spheres decreases, the coupling between these two spheres increases and the differences between the frequencies of the two new LSPR modes increases (Figure 1-13).

One may get the impression from Figure 1-13 that the peak local field enhancement around the dimer is smaller than of an isolated sphere. This is not the case, as Figure 1-13 plots the normalized field intensities on the surface of the right sphere ($d = 0$) along the observation direction $\theta = 45^\circ$ and $\phi = 0^\circ$, rather than peak intensity enhancement, which is in the gap. In Figure 1-14, the normalized field intensities along the $z$ axis of the dimer, from one side of the gap to the other, are plotted for a silver sphere dimer with $\lambda = 0.4545$. For spheres with radii of 20 nm, the case of $\lambda = 0.4545$ corresponds to the gap between spheres being 4 nm. The normalized field intensities are also plotted with distance from the surface of an isolated sphere. It is seen that the dimer yields normalized field intensities $I$ that are one or two orders of magnitude larger than that of an isolated sphere at the resonance frequencies $\omega = 3.48 \text{ eV}$ and $\omega = 3.21 \text{ eV}$, respectively. As discussed in the following section, the larger field enhancement is favorable for SERS.
Figure 1-14. (a) Normalized field intensity along the $z$ axis of the silver sphere dimer for $\lambda = 0.4545$ within the middle gap (upper curve) and along the $z$ axis of isolated sphere (lower curve) at $\omega = 3.48 \text{ eV}$. For the lower curve, the abscissa should be $5d/R_0$, rather than $d/D$ as shown. (b) Same as (a) but at $\omega = 3.21 \text{ eV}$. (From Ref. [75]).

1.5 Raman Scattering and SERS

1.5.1 Raman Scattering

The scattering of photons by molecules is usually elastic, i.e. Rayleigh scattering [76], meaning that the scattered photons have the same energy as the incident photons. However, due to the vibrations of the molecules, a small fraction of the scattered photons can have different energy from the incident photons [77]. This phenomenon was first
theoretically predicted by Adolf Smekal in Ref. [78] and was experimentally observed by Chandrasekhara Venkata Rāman [79] and Leonid Mandelstam [80].

For a given molecule with \( N \) atoms, there are \( 3N \) degrees of freedom corresponding to the translations, rotations and vibrations of the molecule. The translational motion (i.e. moving in space) of a molecule has 3 degrees of freedom. There are 2 and 3 degrees of freedom for the rotation of a linear molecule and a non-linear molecule, respectively. There are therefore \( 3N - 5 \) and \( 3N - 6 \) remaining degrees of freedom for linear and non-linear molecules, respectively. These correspond to the vibrations (stretching and bending motions) of the molecule. The degrees of freedom of vibration allows a molecule to have a certain set of vibrational energies. The difference between the energies of the incident and scattered photons in Raman scattering corresponds to a vibrational energy of the molecule. Raman scattering spectra are therefore often thought of as “fingerprints” that allow molecules to be identified. It is for this reason that Raman spectroscopy is used for a variety of chemical detection applications, including food safety monitoring [81-83], explosive detection [84, 85], and pharmaceutical quality control [86, 87].

To facilitate an intuitive understanding of Raman scattering, we now consider a classical model, as discussed in Ref [88]. We assume that the illuminating field is a plane wave, whose electric field is given by:

\[
\overline{E}_{inc} = E_0 e^{i \bar{k} \cdot \bar{r}} \quad (1.43)
\]

Here, we employ phasor notation, i.e. the instantaneous electric field is given by:

\[
\overline{E}_{inc}(t) = \text{Re}\{E_0 e^{i \bar{k} \cdot \bar{r}} e^{-i\omega t}\} = E_0 \cos(\bar{k} \cdot \bar{r} - \omega t) \quad (1.44)
\]
Note that $\omega_i$ is the frequency of the incident wave. Since the molecule is much smaller than the incident wavelength, it is modeled as a dipole with dipole moment given by

$$\bar{p}(\bar{r}_0) = \bar{\alpha} \cdot \bar{E}_{inc} = \bar{\alpha} \cdot \bar{E}_0 \cos(\bar{k} \cdot \bar{r}_0 - \omega_i t) \quad (1.45)$$

where $\bar{\alpha}$ is the polarizability of the molecule and $\bar{r}_0$ is the position of the molecule. Without loss of generality, $\bar{r}_0$ can be taken as the origin. The excitation of a molecular vibration modifies the polarizability. If the amplitude of the vibration is small, the polarizability $\bar{\alpha}$ can be expanded around the equilibrium configuration of the molecule as follows:

$$\bar{\alpha} = \bar{\alpha}_0 + \frac{\partial \bar{\alpha}}{\partial Q} |_e \, dQ + \cdots \quad (1.46a)$$

$$dQ = Q_0 \cos(\omega_i t) \quad (1.46b)$$

where $Q$ denotes the normal mode coordinates and measures the amplitude of the movement of the atoms of the molecule as they oscillate in the vibrational mode under consideration. $\bar{\alpha}_0$ is the polarizability of the molecule at the equilibrium position, $\frac{\partial \bar{\alpha}}{\partial Q} |_e$ is the rate of change of the polarizability about the equilibrium positions of the atoms of the molecule, $Q_0$ is the maximum displacement from the equilibrium positions and $\omega_i$ is the vibration frequency of the molecule. By substituting Equation (1.46a) and (1.46b) into Equation (1.45), we obtain

$$\bar{p}(\bar{r}_0) = \bar{\alpha}_0 \cdot \bar{E}_0 \cos(\omega_i t) + \frac{\partial \bar{\alpha}}{\partial Q} |_e Q_0 \cos(\omega_i t) \cdot \bar{E}_0 \cos(\omega_i t) + \cdots \quad (1.47)$$

The first term of Equation (1.47) corresponds to Rayleigh scattering, with the frequency of the scattered field being the same as that of the incident wave. The second term
contains $\cos(\omega \cdot t) \cos(\omega \cdot t) = \frac{1}{2} \{\cos[(\omega_i + \omega_s) \cdot t] + \cos[(\omega_i - \omega_s) \cdot t]\}$. The $\cos[(\omega_i - \omega_s) \cdot t]$ and $\cos[(\omega_i + \omega_s) \cdot t]$ terms represent Stokes Raman scattering and anti-Stokes Raman scattering, respectively. From Equation (1.47), it can be seen that only those vibrations with $\frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial Q} \neq 0$ participate in Raman scattering. The requirement that we have $\frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial Q} \neq 0$ for Raman scattering as also called the Raman selection rule.

![Energy diagram of Rayleigh scattering, Stokes Raman scattering, anti-Stokes Raman scattering and resonant Raman scattering.](image)

Figure 1-15. Energy diagram of Rayleigh scattering, Stokes Raman scattering, anti-Stokes Raman scattering and resonant Raman scattering.

The processes by which photons are scattered by molecules are depicted as an energy diagram in Figure 1-15. It can be seen that Rayleigh scattering involves the molecule being excited from the ground state to a virtual energy state by a photon, and then dropping back to the ground state. In Rayleigh scattering therefore, the scattered photon has same energy as the incident photon. In Stokes Raman scattering, the molecule is excited from the ground state to a virtual energy state and then drops to a vibrational state with an energy higher than the ground state. The energy of the scattered photon is therefore smaller than that of the incident photon. In anti-Stokes Raman scattering, a
molecule in a vibrational state is excited to a virtual state and then drops back to the ground state, meaning that the scattered photon has an energy that is greater than that of the incident photon. The Stokes Raman scattering produced by a given molecular vibration is stronger than anti-Stokes Raman scattering, unless techniques such as coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering [89] are applied. This is due to the fact that the population of the molecules in the ground state is larger than those in vibrational states. As shown in Figure 1-15, if the incident photon energy is close to the energy difference between the ground state and the one of the electronic states, the molecule is excited to an electronic state (electronic transition), rather than a virtual state, and drops to the ground state. The Raman scattering intensity associated with this transition is greatly increased due to the resonant excitation. This is termed resonant Raman scattering [90].

1.5.2 Surface enhanced Raman Scattering.

As discussed in the last section, Raman scattering is a powerful tool, enabling molecules to be identified by their vibrational spectra. The key challenge, however, is that Raman scattering is a weak effect, compared to other processes such as fluorescence. As an example, consider Rhodamine 6G, a popular dye employed in both fluorescence and SERS studies. The non-resonant Raman scattering cross section of a Rhodamine 6G molecule is $\sim 10^{-26}$ cm$^2$ [91, 92]. This is $10^{10}$ times smaller than its fluorescent cross section ($\sim 10^{-16}$ cm$^2$) [93]). To overcome this challenge, in this thesis, we focus on using surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) to boost Raman scattering.

SERS refers to the phenomenon whereby the Raman signals of molecules on the surfaces of metallic structures are dramatically enhanced. SERS was first experimentally
observed in 1974 when Martin Fleischman and coworkers studied the Raman scattering of pyridine adsorbed on rough silver surface [34]. The SERS effect can be sufficiently strong so that the SERS signals can be detected even from single molecules [37, 38]. SERS enhancement is attributed to two mechanisms: electromagnetic (EM) enhancement [35] and chemical enhancement [36].

The EM enhancement mechanism has two parts: excitation enhancement and emission enhancement. The excitation enhancement is illustrated in Figure 1-16a. Suppose that a molecule with isotropic Raman polarizability \( \alpha_r \) in free space is illuminated by the incident wave \( \vec{E}_0(\omega) \). Raman scattering from the molecule can then be described by a dipole, whose dipole moment is given by

\[
\vec{p}_\text{free} = \alpha_r \vec{E}_0(\omega)
\]

When the molecule is in the vicinity of a nanostructure (Figure 1-16a) and the electric field \( \vec{E}_i(\omega) \) experienced by the molecule is different from the incident field. It can be significantly larger if the nanostructure is on plasmon resonance. The Raman scattering from the molecule can again be modeled by a dipole. In this case, its dipole moment is given by:

\[
\vec{p}_\text{SERS} = \alpha_r \vec{E}_i(\omega)
\]

The excitation enhancement is then given by

\[
EF_{\text{excitation}} = \frac{\left| \vec{p}_\text{SERS} \right|^2}{\left| \vec{p}_\text{free} \right|^2} = \frac{\left| \vec{E}_i(\omega) \right|^2}{\left| \vec{E}_0(\omega) \right|^2}
\]

The second component to EM enhancement is that of emission enhancement (Figure 1-16b). Due to the existence of the nanostructure, spontaneous emission from the
The molecule is modified and the radiated power of the molecule can be greatly enhanced [94]. One way of quantifying the effect would be to place a dipole (modeling the molecule) in the vicinity of the nanostructure, then determine the radiated power analytically or numerically. It would be more convenient, however, to be able to quantify the effect via knowledge of the field enhancement resulting from plane wave illumination of the nanostructure. As noted in Ref. [95], the reciprocity theorem means that this is indeed possible. In Ref. [95], it is shown that the calculation of the emission enhancement of the Raman scattering from a molecule close to a nanostructure can be determined from the results of calculations of the local field enhancement for two incident plane waves with different polarizations. These plane waves are illustrated in Figure 1-16b. $\overline{E}_\theta(\omega_R)$ and $\overline{E}_\phi(\omega_R)$ denote the electric field vectors of the $\theta$ polarized and $\phi$ polarized plane waves, respectively. Both propagate along the $-\hat{r}$ direction, i.e. in the direction opposite to that for which the emission enhanced is being determined. As shown in Ref. [95], compared with the Raman scattering ($\overline{E}_{\text{Raman}}(\omega_R)$) generated by the dipole (modeling the molecule) in the absence of the nanostructure, the Raman scattering generated by a dipole with the same dipole moment close to the nanostructure is enhanced by

$$EF_{\text{emission}} = \left| \frac{\overline{E}_{\text{SERS}}(\omega_R)}{\overline{E}_{\text{Raman}}(\omega_R)} \right|^2 = \left| \hat{e}_d \cdot \frac{\overline{E}_\phi^{\text{enhanced}}(\omega_R)}{E_R(\omega_R)} \right|^2 + \left| \hat{e}_d \cdot \frac{\overline{E}_\theta^{\text{enhanced}}(\omega_R)}{E_R(\omega_R)} \right|^2 \quad (1.51)$$

Where $\overline{E}_{\text{SERS}}(\omega_R)$ is the enhanced Raman scattering field that occurs in the presence of the nanostructure. $\overline{E}_\phi^{\text{enhanced}}(\omega_R)$ and $\overline{E}_\theta^{\text{enhanced}}(\omega_R)$ are the local fields at the position of the molecule for the $\theta$-polarized ($\overline{E}_\theta(\omega_R)$ electric field vector) and $\phi$-polarized ($\overline{E}_\phi(\omega_R)$ electric field vector).
electric field vector) incident waves, respectively. \( \hat{e}_d \) is the direction of the dipole moment of the molecule.

Putting Equation (1.50) and (1.51) together, we obtain the following expression for the EM enhancement:

\[
EF = EF_{\text{excitation}} \times EF_{\text{emission}} \quad (1.52)
\]

Figure 1-16. (a) Schematic of the excitation enhancement of the molecule in the vicinity of the nanostructure. \( \omega_i \) is the frequency of the incident wave. \( k_i \) is wavevector of incident wave. (b) Schematic of emission enhancement of molecule in vicinity of nanostructure. \( \omega_R \) is frequency of Raman scattered wave. \( k_R \) is wavevector of Raman scattered wave.

As discussed above, the SERS enhancement has two components: electromagnetic enhancement and chemical enhancement. Debate continues regarding the origin of chemical enhancement, but is often attributed to the formation of a complex between the molecule and the metal surface, and the charge transfer that can then occur. We discuss this mechanism below.

In Figure 1-17, the energy diagram of a hypothetical molecule-metal system is
illustrated. $I$ and $K$ are energy levels of the molecule, and there is an allowed transition between them. Without loss of generality, $I$ and $K$ can be regarded as the ground state and a vibronic excited state of the molecule, respectively. The left part of Figure 1-17a shows the energy levels of the conduction band (between $\omega_a$ and $\omega_b$) and Fermi level ($\omega_F$) of the metal. The conduction band of the metal is assumed to have a constant density of states $\rho_0$. For such a system, as shown in Ref. [96], two possible charge transfer mechanisms contribute to the chemical enhancement. The first one is shown in Figure 1-17b. A molecule-to-metal charge transfer occurs from the ground state of the molecule to one of the unfilled metal levels via the transition moment $M_{IM}$. The coupling matrix element $h_{MK}$ allows the transferred charge to transfer from the metal state to the vibronic excited state $K$ of the molecule. When the energy of the incident photons matches the energy difference between the ground state of the molecule and the unfilled metal level, the molecule-to-metal charge transfer is on resonance, and the SERS signal is therefore further enhanced. Figure 1-17c shows the second type of charge transfer, known as metal-to-molecule charge transfer. In this mechanism, charge is transferred from a filled metal level to the vibronic excited state of the molecule via the transition moment $M_{MK}$. The charge at the ground state of the molecule couples to the previously filled metal level through coupling matrix element $h_{IM}$. If the energy of the incident photons matches the energy difference between the filled metal level and the vibronic excited state of the molecule, the metal-to-molecule charge transfer is on resonance, and the SERS signal is therefore further enhanced.
The chemical enhancement mechanism is generally considered to be a small effect in comparison to EM enhancement. Chemical enhancements are generally reported to be smaller than $\sim 10^3$ [97]. It is for this reason that the remainder of this thesis concerns approaches by which EM enhancement can be strengthened.
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2 Charge and current reservoirs for electric and magnetic field enhancement

2.1 Introduction

The extension of antenna concepts from radio frequencies to the visible and infrared portions of the electromagnetic spectrum has been recently explored. Using optical antennas with different designs, localized field enhancement can be conveniently realized over a range of wavelengths [1-9]. As described in the remainder of this thesis, the optical antenna concept is useful for applications such as surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [10] and optical metamaterials [11-15].

Traditionally, research has focused on electric-type optical antennas, among which, the rod antenna [2, 3] and the bowtie antenna [4] have been widely investigated, because of favorable properties that include large field enhancement and subwavelength field confinement. As shown in [4], the rod antenna has a higher field enhancement factor in its center gap than the bowtie shaped antenna does, but the contrast between the enhanced fields in the center gap and the outer edge of the rod antenna is smaller than that of the bowtie antenna. In this Chapter, a fan-rod antenna design with charge reservoirs is proposed to realize high field enhancement in its gap and low enhancement at its outer edge simultaneously. This work provides insight into the field enhancement mechanisms of different electric-type antenna structures and outlines methods to achieve high localized field enhancement. In addition to the fan-rod electric antenna design, a loop shaped magnetic-type optical antenna design with current reservoirs for realizing large
magnetic field enhancement is also proposed in this chapter. Compared with the magnetic resonant structures proposed in Ref. [13] and [14], the loop shaped magnetic antenna with current reservoirs has higher magnetic field enhancement. The flared part of the electric antenna and the offset part of the magnetic antenna supply additional charges and currents for electric and magnetic resonances, respectively, and are therefore termed “reservoirs”. The concepts of charge and current reservoirs contribute to high electric and magnetic field enhancement in both optical antenna designs.

### 2.2 Electric antenna with charge reservoirs

In [4], it was pointed out that the bowtie antenna has lower field enhancement than the rod antenna. The advantage of the rod antenna is its good confinement of charges at its apex, but the rod structure does not have the flared sections of the bowtie structure that work as charge reservoirs and are capable of supplying large amounts of charge. Our fan-rod electric antenna structure is shown in Figure 2-1a, and combines the advantages of both to achieve the highest enhancement among the three structures. Simulation results in the next section prove that this is the case.

The fan-rod antenna design can be divided into two parts: the rod part (gray section in Figure 2-1a) and the flared sections (charge reservoirs). These help confine fields in the gap and reduce the accumulated charge densities at the outer edges, respectively. The fan-rod antenna design has strong electric response when it is illuminated by the incident wave with electric field polarized in the x direction and magnetic field polarized in the y direction. For comparison, simulations of a rod antenna and a bowtie antenna (as shown in Figure 2-1b and Figure 2-1c, respectively) are also conducted, and are described in the
later part of this section.

Figure 2-1. (a) Fan-rod electric antenna design. (b) Rod antenna. (c) Bowtie antenna. For all of these antennas, the thickness in the z direction is 40 nm.

In all simulations related to electric antennas, gold is used as the antenna material. We fit a Drude model (plasma frequency is $1.146 \times 10^{16}$ rad/s and collision frequency is $1.569 \times 10^{14}$ rad/s) to the optical properties of gold taken from Ref. [16]. The antennas are situated in free space. The incident wave consists of a plane wave with electric field polarized in the x direction and magnetic field polarized in the y direction. The incident wave is chosen to excite the resonances of the antennas.

In experiments, electric optical antennas are often fabricated by e-beam lithography. In our experience, gaps of ~20 nm can be readily achieved, while gaps below 10 nm are challenging unless special techniques, such as those described in Chapters 4 and 5, are employed. We therefore choose an antenna gap $g$ of 20 nm in our simulations. According to simulation results (not shown here), higher field enhancement in the center gap is achieved for rod antenna designs with thinner widths $w$. We believe this is due to higher charge density at the apexes. Because of the larger enhancement, the width $w$ of the fan-rod antenna (Fig. 1(a)) is set to be 20 nm. Note that $r$ and antenna gap are fixed, and only the lengths ($l_1$, $l_2$, $l$ and $l'$) are adjusted to make the fan-rod antenna, rod antenna and bowtie antenna all resonant at a wavelength of $\lambda=1$ $\mu$m. In simulations (not shown here),
we find that the field enhancement of fan-rod antenna increases when $\theta$ increases and other parameters are fixed. This is expected because larger $\theta$ indicates larger flared sections, resulting in more charges being supplied to the rod part, thereby increasing the field enhancement. We therefore choose $\theta=\pi$ to maximize the field enhancement. On the other hand, the field enhancement of the bowtie antenna decreases when $\theta'$ increases and other parameters are fixed. This is also expected because larger $\theta'$ indicates larger antenna area and higher loss as pointed out in Ref [4]. We therefore simulate bowtie antennas with $\theta'=\pi/6$, thereby achieving high field enhancement while retaining the bowtie shape.

Figure 2-2. (a) Normalized electric field intensity ($E^2$) for fan-rod antenna, rod antenna and bowtie antenna. (b) Normalized electric field intensity ($E^2$) profiles along antenna axes for fan-rod, rod and bowtie antennas at a wavelength of $\lambda=1\ \mu$m. (c) Normalized electric field intensity ($E^2$) distribution on a plane 2 nm above the top surface of the fan-rod antenna. White curves show the fan-rod antenna outline.

The electric field intensity at the gap center is given in Figure 2-2a, for the fan-rod
antenna \((r=30\text{ nm}, l_1=25\text{ nm}, l_2=80\text{ nm}, \theta=\pi, w=20\text{ nm} \text{ and } g=20\text{nm})\), rod antenna \((r=30\text{ nm}, l=88\text{ nm}, w=20\text{ nm} \text{ and } g'=20\text{ nm})\), and bowtie antenna \((r=30\text{ nm}, l'=183\text{ nm}, \theta'=\pi/6, w=20\text{ nm} \text{ and } g=20\text{nm})\). Here, we define the “center” of the antenna to be situated at the midpoint of the antenna gap, and 20 nm above the bottom of the antenna in the \(-z\) direction. The intensity plotted is normalized to the electric field intensity of the incident wave. The geometric parameters of the three different types of antennas are chosen so that all of them are resonant at a wavelength of \(\lambda=1\ \mu\text{m}\).

As shown in Figure 2-2, the bowtie antenna has smaller field enhancement than the rod antenna, which is in agreement with Ref. [4]. The fan-rod design has the largest field enhancement. This arises because it combines rod sections, which can confine the accumulation of charges to their apexes, with flared sections (charge reservoirs), which can supply additional charges to the apexes of the rod sections. The flared sections of fan-rod antenna are similar to the bulk metal part of the H-shaped aperture of Ref. [9]. The bulk metal part of H-shaped aperture can also supply additional charges to the strip parts of the aperture, thereby achieving field enhancement. In Figure 2-2b, the field intensities along the axes of three types of antennas are shown. We define the antenna axis as being the x axis, with the center of the antenna gap being the origin (Figure 2-1). The axes of the antennas are 20 nm above the bottom of the antennas in the \(-z\) direction. It can be seen that field enhancement at the outer edges of the fan-rod design is much smaller than that of the rod antenna, which is reasonable because the flared sections reduce the charge densities at the outer edges, which naturally leads to smaller field intensity. In Fig. 3 (c), the intensity distribution is shown on a plane 2 nm above the top surface of the fan-rod antenna. We find that the electric field is strongly enhanced over the antenna gap and the
ratio of field intensity in the center to that at the outer edges is high. The simulation results of Figure 2-2 verify that the fan-rod antenna design can simultaneously realize large field enhancement and high ratio of field intensity in the center to that at the outer edges. The large field enhancement induced by the charge reservoirs (the flared sections) suggests that fan-rod antennas could be useful for SERS.

2.3 Magnetic antenna with current reservoirs

As a dual counterpart of the electric antenna, a small current loop with subwavelength size can be regarded as a magnetic dipole antenna. Such antennas are often used at microwave frequencies. Here, this concept is used at optical frequencies. The unit cell of our magnetic antenna design is illustrated in Figure 2-3a.

Figure 2-3. (a) Unit cell of loop shaped magnetic antenna with offsets. (b) Unit cell of loop shaped magnetic antenna with slits. (c) Unit cell of loop shaped magnetic antenna without offsets. Blue parts represent free space, and are shown to aid visualization of the structures.
For the unit cell of magnetic antenna, two metallic strips (the yellow parts of Figure 2-3a) are separated by a gap in the z direction, and offset from one another in the x direction. The metallic strips form an effective current loop enabling a magnetic resonance to be achieved. This permits the design to function as a magnetic antenna at optical frequencies. Our magnetic antenna design has strong magnetic response when it is illuminated by an incident wave with electric field polarized in the x direction and magnetic field polarized in the y direction. The offset parts of the metallic strips work as current reservoirs that supply additional currents to the loop part of the magnetic antenna when the whole structure is resonant. This property helps realize confined high magnetic field enhancement in the center of the magnetic antenna. For comparison, we also simulated the loop shaped structure with slits proposed in Ref. [13] and the loop shaped structure without offsets proposed in Ref. [14] in section 4. The geometries of the unit cells of the structures proposed in Ref. [13] and [14] are shown in Figure 2-3b and Figure 2-3c, respectively. In the simulations, the structures of Figure 2-3 are repeated along the x direction with periodicity $p_1$ or $p_2$ and along the y direction with periodicity $t_4$, respectively.

As shown in Ref. [17-19], magnetic resonators such as split ring resonators (SRR), double side omega-shaped resonators and coplanar S-shaped resonators can be realized in the microwave frequency band where metals such as gold or copper can be regarded as perfect electric conductors (PEC). They therefore can provide surface currents to form resonant current loops. Such magnetic resonators usually have highly dispersive magnetic properties which make them useful for realizing metamaterials. In Ref. [20], the authors used high permittivity nonconductive BST material to build magnetic resonators based on
displacement currents at microwave frequencies. Our magnetic antenna design combines both conduction and displacement currents to form a resonant current loop. The conduction currents along the metallic strips and the displacement currents between the gaps form a current loop, as shown in Figure 2-4a. The gaps between the metallic strips introduce capacitance and the current loop introduces inductance. The unit cell of magnetic antenna can therefore be modeled by the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2-4b. Such a design makes it feasible to tune the magnetic resonance by changing the size of the current loop and the distance between metallic strips.

![Figure 2-4. (a) Current loop for the unit cell of loop shaped antenna with offsets. (b) Equivalent circuit.](image)

For the simulations related to magnetic antennas, gold is chosen as the antenna material with the same optical properties as those of last section. The antennas are situated in free space. The unit cells of magnetic antennas are repeated along the x and y directions. This is realized in the simulations using periodic boundaries at the x and y direction boundaries. The incident wave is a plane wave with its electric field polarized in the x direction and its magnetic field polarized in the y direction. The incident wave is chosen to induce current in the loops of the magnetic antennas.

In simulations (not shown here), we find that magnetic field enhancement increases as $t_2$ decreases. We believe this is due to the magnetic field generated by conduction currents and displacement currents being stronger closer to the metallic strips. For high
magnetic field enhancement, therefore, $t_2$ is chosen to be 20 nm for all magnetic antennas considered. To enable comparison between designs, the $y$ direction periodicity is chosen to be the same for all magnetic antennas. In order to make all the antennas resonant at the same wavelength, we adjust the value of $g_1$, $p_2$ and $w_2$ for loop shaped antenna with offsets, loop shaped antenna with slits and loop shaped antenna without offsets, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4, both the size of the current loop and the inductance in the equivalent circuit decrease when $g_1$ increases. By changing $g_1$, the magnetic resonance of loop shaped antenna with offsets is tuned. As shown in Ref. [13] and [14], the structures of Figure 2-3b and Figure 2-3c form current loops. Similar to a loop shaped antenna with offsets, the equivalent inductance of a loop shaped antenna with slits and a loop shaped antenna without offsets increase as $p_2$ and $w_2$ increase. Therefore, the magnetic resonances of the loop shaped antenna with slits and the loop shaped antenna are tuned by changing $p_2$ and $w_2$, respectively. The geometric parameters of the three different types of magnetic antennas are chosen so that all of them are resonant at a wavelength of $\lambda=1 \ \mu$m.

The magnetic field intensities at the center point of the unit cells of magnetic antennas are given in Figure 2-5a, for the loop shaped antenna with offsets ($p_1=500 \ \text{nm}$, $g_1=142 \ \text{nm}$, $t_1=40 \ \text{nm}$, $t_2=20 \ \text{nm}$ and $t_4=90 \ \text{nm}$), loop shaped antenna with slits ($p_2=552 \ \text{nm}$, $g_2=10 \ \text{nm}$, $t_1=40 \ \text{nm}$, $t_2=20 \ \text{nm}$, $t_3=20 \ \text{nm}$, $t_4=90 \ \text{nm}$ and $w_1=220 \ \text{nm}$), and loop shaped antenna without offsets ($p_1=500 \ \text{nm}$, $w_2=175 \ \text{nm}$, $t_1=40 \ \text{nm}$, $t_2=20 \ \text{nm}$, and $t_4=90 \ \text{nm}$). The intensity plotted is normalized to the magnetic field intensity of the incident wave. The simulation results of Figure 2-5a show that our loop shaped antenna with offsets has higher magnetic enhancement than the other two antennas at the resonant
wavelength of \( \lambda = 1 \) \( \mu \)m. For our magnetic antenna design, we intentionally make the metallic strips have offsets. The function of the offsets is similar to that of the flared parts of the fan-rod antenna. The incident electric fields induce currents on the offsets and the offsets work as current reservoirs to inject additional currents into the loop part of the magnetic antenna. The additional currents increase the magnetic field enhancement within the current loops. To demonstrate that our magnetic antenna is a counterpart of the electric optical antenna, the distribution of the normalized magnetic field intensity for the unit cell of our magnetic antenna at the resonant wavelength of \( \lambda = 1 \) \( \mu \)m is shown in Figure 2-5b. The magnetic field is tightly confined in a hot spot with subwavelength size. The full width at half maximum size of the hot spot of our magnetic antenna design is 20 nm in the \( z \) direction and 150 nm in the \( x \) direction, which is much smaller than the wavelength (\( \lambda = 1 \) \( \mu \)m).

Figure 2-5. (a) Normalized magnetic field intensities \( (H^2) \) for loop shaped magnetic antenna with offsets, loop shaped magnetic antenna without offsets and loop shaped magnetic antenna with slits. (b) Distribution of normalized magnetic field intensity \( (H^2) \) at a wavelength of \( \lambda = 1 \) \( \mu \)m for the loop shaped magnetic antenna with offsets. The dark parts are metallic strips.

Though the hot spots of enhanced magnetic field of our magnetic antenna cannot
trap non-magnetic particles and natural magnetic particles are not available at optical frequencies, the magnetic antenna design proposed here could be adjusted for trapping magnetic particles at frequencies, such as microwave frequencies, where magnetic particles are used. The high magnetic field enhancement indicates that our magnetic antenna has strong magnetic response.

2.4 Conclusions

We proposed two optical antennas with charge and current reservoirs: the fan-rod electric antenna and the loop shaped magnetic antenna with offsets. The charge reservoirs enable the fan-rod electric antenna to combine the advantages of the rod antenna and the bowtie antenna. A high electric field enhancement and a high ratio of field intensity in the center to that at the outer edges are simultaneously realized by our electric antenna design. By adding the current reservoirs, the loop-shaped magnetic antenna with offsets has stronger magnetic enhancement than it otherwise would. The high electric and magnetic field enhancement induced by charge and current reservoirs make our electric antenna and magnetic antenna useful for SERS, electromagnetic trapping and metamaterials. We believe the results of these designs provide insight into both electric and magnetic resonance mechanisms at optical frequencies, and will therefore enable the design of optical antennas with improved performance in the future.

2.5 References


3 Optical antennas integrated with concentric ring gratings: electric field enhancement and directional radiation

3.1 Introduction

Highly localized and enhanced electromagnetic fields are desirable for surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [1]. One means for achieving this in a reproducible manner is using optical antennas [2-5]. However, optical antennas are usually much smaller than the focal spots of microscope objectives, especially those with low to moderate numerical apertures (NAs), leaving much of the illumination power not focused onto the optical antenna. In this Chapter, we propose a structure, consisting of an optical antenna integrated with a concentric ring grating that provides a highly enhanced field. The ring grating not only concentrates the illumination at its center, but also collimates the radiation of a dipole located there [6-8]. Ring gratings have been studied for beam shaping [7, 8], near field imaging [9, 10], and localized Raman enhancement [11]. In this Chapter, we conduct a comprehensive study of the field enhancement and dipole radiation properties of the antenna-integrated-with-ring-grating structure, including the effects of the NA of the lens used to focus light onto, and collect light from, the structure. We consider its application in enhanced Raman scattering.

3.2 Concentric ring grating concentrator

The concentric ring grating considered in this paper is illustrated in Figure 3-1. It
contains five concentric silver rings on top of a silver plate that contains a hole in the center. The medium surrounding the structure is taken to be free space. The geometric parameters are chosen to be: grating period \( p_1=530 \) nm, \( p_2=265 \) nm, \( h_1=h_2=40 \) nm, \( d=597.5 \) nm, and radius of center hole \( r=200 \) nm. These parameters are used in all simulations of this chapter.

Figure 3-1. (a) Cross section of a concentric ring grating concentrator. (b) Top view of the concentric ring grating concentrator. Black circles are raised Ag rings.

The concentric ring grating is designed to concentrate the incident illumination of a plane wave propagating along the \( +z \) direction, with its electric and magnetic fields polarized in the \( xy \) plane. The optical properties of silver follow a Drude model (plasma frequency is \( 1.163 \times 10^{16} \) rad/s and collision frequency is \( 1.435 \times 10^{15} \) rad/s) in the calculations, which have been fitted to the data in Ref. [12].

As reviewed in Ref [13], the dispersion relation of the surface plasmon at the interface between metal and dielectric half-spaces is given by Equation (3.1).

\[
k_p = k_0 \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_d \varepsilon_m(\omega)}{\varepsilon_d + \varepsilon_m(\omega)}} \quad (3.1)
\]

In Equation (3.1), \( k_0 \) is the wave vector in air, \( \varepsilon_d \) is the relative permittivity of the dielectric and \( \varepsilon_m(\omega) \) is the dispersive relative permittivity of the metal. As shown in Chapter 1, for the case of a plane wave normally incident on a flat air-metal boundary,
the incident wave has no wavevector component parallel to the boundary, and surface plasmons are not excited. On the other hand, the inclusion of a concentric ring grating with a period of $p_1$ on the boundary adds a wave vector component $k_\rho=2\pi/p_1$, enabling surface plasmon excitation. For $p_1=530$ nm, taking the optical properties of silver used here, Equation (3.1) predicts the excitation of the surface plasmon wave for illumination at $\lambda=570$ nm. To study the field enhancement properties, we perform a numerical simulation of the ring grating using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method. The simulated structure is situated in free space. This is realized by using perfectly matched layers at the $x$, $y$ and $z$ boundaries. The mesh size is 4 nm for the concentric ring gratings. The incident wave propagates along the $+z$ direction, with the electric field polarized in the $x$ direction and magnetic field polarized in the $y$ direction. The amplitude of the $x$ component of the electric field, normalized to the incident field, at the center of the ring grating is shown in Figure 3-2a. In the discussion that follows, the “center” of the ring grating or the antenna is point $C$ of Figure 3-1a. This is at the midpoint, in the $xy$ plane, of the circular rings or the antenna gap, and 20 nm from the origin (see Figure 3-1a) in the $z$-direction. The amplitude peaks for a free space wavelength of $\lambda=585$ nm, where the best concentration is achieved. This deviates slightly from the wavelength predicted by Equation (3.1) ($\lambda=570$ nm). Such a deviation is not unexpected, since the grating is placed on a silver plate of a finite thickness ($h_z=40$ nm). In addition to the five ring grating, we also simulate the four ring and the three ring cases. The peak values of the normalized amplitude of the $x$ component of the electric field at the center of the four ring grating and the three ring grating are 5.53 and 4.65, respectively. Both of them are smaller than the peak value of 6.47 achieved by the five ring grating. This indicates that
the propagation loss is small enough for the surface plasmon waves excited at the outer rim of the five ring grating to propagate to the center. We will consider the five ring grating in the remainder of this chapter.

![Figure 3-2](image)

Figure 3-2. (a) Normalized $x$ component of electric field at the center of the concentric ring grating concentrator. (b) Field distribution of central portion of concentric ring grating concentrator. Plot of the amplitude of $x$ component of normalized electric field on top surface of the grating, for excitation at $\lambda=585$ nm.

In Figure 3-2b, the amplitude of the $x$ component of the electric field profile on the top surface of the five ring grating is shown. The field amplitude plotted in Figure 3-2b has been normalized to the incident field. At the center of the concentric ring grating concentrator, the $y$ and $z$ components of the electric field are far smaller than the $x$ component, and are therefore not plotted. The results indicate that the field is focused into a spot with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the intensity (proportional to $E^2$) of $\sim250$ nm along $y$ direction. This is smaller than half of the free space wavelength $\lambda/2=292.5$ nm. Three peaks are seen in the field intensity along $x$ direction at the center hole, however. We believe that the two peaks at the edge of center hole are mainly due to the accumulation of charges at the edges of center hole and that the peak at the center is mainly due to the surface plasmon wave concentration. To study the concentration effect,
we conducted a FDTD simulation in which the concentric ring gratings are removed and only bare silver plate with center hole is considered. In the simulation for the bare silver plate with center hole, the excitation, mesh sizes and boundary conditions are same as those used in the simulation for concentric ring grating concentrator. The results for the bare silver plate with center hole (not shown here) show a similar field distribution as Figure 3-2b, but the field intensity at the center of the hole and its edges are weaker than those when concentric rings are included. The edges of the center hole in bare silver plate excite surface plasmon waves that interfere with each other, forming field distributions similar to those that result when concentric ring gratings are included. The inclusion of concentric ring gratings yields stronger excitation of surface plasmon waves, which results in larger field enhancement. The simulation results of the bare silver plate with center hole and the results in Figure 3-2 show that the field intensity of concentric ring grating at the center is 6 times larger than the one of bare silver plate with center hole. This indicates that the concentration effect is enhanced by concentric ring gratings. The simulation results show that the concentric ring grating concentrates the electric field with considerable field intensity enhancement at its center.

3.3 Integration of an optical antenna on the concentric ring grating

As shown in Figure 3-3, we now consider a fan-rod optical antenna, which will be integrated with the concentric ring grating later in this paper. Each half of the antenna consists of a rod and a flared semicircular part. As shown in Chapter 2, the rod is intended to provide a good confinement of charges at its apex, and the flared section to act as a reservoir of charges. This element combines the advantages of rod and bowtie
antennas [3, 5].

Figure 3-3. Fan-rod optical antenna.

In our FDTD simulation, the following geometric parameters are chosen for a silver antenna, to make the antenna resonant at $\lambda=585$ nm, the same wavelength at which the ring grating of Section 2 achieved peak enhancement. $g=10$ nm, $r'=30$ nm, $w=20$ nm, $l_1=17$ nm, $l_2=33$ nm, and $\theta=\pi$. The antenna thickness along the $z$ direction is 40 nm. In all our simulations of the fan-rod antenna, the mesh around the fan-rod antenna including its gap is 2 nm and the mesh is 4 nm in the regions away from the antenna.

As shown in the inset of Figure 3-4a, the fan-rod antenna is positioned in the center hole of the ring grating. In the simulation, the incident wave propagates along the $z$ direction with the electric field polarized in the $x$ direction and the magnetic field polarized in the $y$ direction. The normalized intensities of the $x$ component of the electric field ($E_x^2$) at the center of the structures are shown in Figure 3-4a, for a single antenna and for an antenna integrated with a ring grating. The field intensity at the center of the optical antenna is enhanced $1.19\times10^3$ times by a single antenna, and is enhanced $4.46\times10^4$ times by an antenna integrated with a ring grating, at the resonant wavelength of $\lambda=585$ nm. This is due to the plane wave illumination being concentrated by the ring grating to its center hole, where the antenna is located. A plot of the instantaneous $x$ component of the normalized electric field $E_x$ on the antenna surface for illumination at
\[ \lambda = 585 \text{ nm} \] is shown in Figure 3-4b. The field intensity is highly localized in the antenna gap and greatly enhanced, which is favorable for SERS.

Figure 3-4. (a) \( E_x^2 \) at the center of a fan-rod antenna normalized to the incident wave, for a single antenna and an antenna integrated with a concentric ring grating. Inset: schematic of simulated structure. (b) Plot of instantaneous value of \( x \) component of normalized electric field, for excitation at \( \lambda = 585 \text{ nm} \).

In the above analysis, we have calculated field enhancement under plane wave illumination, an assumption employed almost universally in optical antenna analysis (e.g. [2-5]), with a few exceptions [14-16]. Typically, however, an aplanatic lens, such as a microscope objective, would be used to focus light onto the antenna. An interesting question is therefore the effect of focused illumination on the field enhancement achieved both in the single, isolated antenna case, as well as the antenna integrated with the grating. This is considered in section 3.5.

3.4 Directionality enhancement

In order to collect the Raman scattering signals efficiently it is favorable to collimate the Raman scattering into a small solid angle. In this section, we show that the Raman scattering from molecules on an antenna integrated with a concentric ring is well collimated, which improves the effective Raman scattering enhancement factor. For
simplicity, we consider the molecules to be placed in the gap of the optical antenna.

A point dipole is used in our simulations to model the Raman scattering molecule. We have conducted simulations for the case of a point dipole at the center of a fan-rod antenna, and for the case of a point dipole at the center of a fan-rod antenna integrated with a concentric ring grating. The point dipole is polarized along the \( x \) direction and has the same dipole moment in both simulation cases. The far field radiation patterns in the \( yz \) plane and the \( xz \) plane are shown in Figure 3-5 for a dipole whose free space wavelength is \( \lambda = 585 \) nm.

Figure 3-5. Far field radiation patterns of a point dipole at the center of a fan-rod antenna, and a point dipole at the center of a fan-rod antenna integrated with a concentric ring grating. The angles in the plots are the angles between the observation directions and the \(-z\) direction. The unit \( \text{dBW/m}^2 \) is defined as \( 10 \times \log(\text{power density}) \). (a) \( yz \) plane. (b) \( xz \) plane.

Figure 3-5 shows that the radiation from a point dipole located at the center of the fan-rod antenna is more collimated into the \(-z\) direction when the antenna is integrated with a concentric ring grating. This is a reciprocal process to the ring grating’s concentration of plane wave illumination into a small spot. It is interesting to notice that the radiation into the \(-z\) direction from the antenna-integrated-with-ring-grating structure is much stronger than into the \(+z\) direction. The rings function as an array of scatterers that collimate the radiation from the point dipole. The collimated radiation has a 3dB
angle-width of $8.5^\circ$ in the $yz$ plane and $4.5^\circ$ in the $xz$ plane, while without the ring grating the radiation is spread into a wider range of angles. Without the ring grating, the power density varies by less than 3dB for observation points in the $yz$ plane (Figure 3-5a), and a 3dB angle-width of $87^\circ$ in the $xz$ plane is predicted (Figure 3-5b). In order to understand the effect of the radiation pattern upon the collection efficiency achieved in an experiment, it is necessary to consider the NA of the collection lens. The collection efficiency in this paper is defined as the power collected by the objective divided by the total power radiating from the structure. The power radiated by the dipole but absorbed by metal is not included in the total radiation power for the determination of collection efficiency. If we use a microscope objective of NA = 0.7 to collect the radiation, the collection efficiency is 69.7% for a dipole located at the center of the fan-rod antenna integrated with a ring grating, while the collection efficiency is only 29.8% without the ring grating. The latter is very close to the expected collection efficiency for a point dipole radiating into free space. In Table 1, the collection efficiencies for a dipole located at the center of the fan-rod antenna integrated with and without the concentric ring grating with collection lenses of different NAs are listed. As will be discussed further below, however, integration of the antenna with the ring grating increases the collected power more than the ratio of the collection efficiencies of Table 3-1. This is because the total radiated power is increased by the integration of the antenna with the ring grating.

Table 3-1. Collection efficiencies for a dipole located at the center of the fan-rod antenna integrated with and without the concentric ring grating for lenses with different NAs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NA</th>
<th>With grating</th>
<th>Without grating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>46.9%</td>
<td>4.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>64.5%</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>69.7%</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Table 3-1, it can be seen for low, medium and high NAs, collection efficiencies are improved by the concentric ring grating. Indeed, the collection efficiency with the grating structure using a low NA lens (0.1) is superior to that without the grating with a high NA lens (0.7).

A dipole with a given dipole moment can radiate more power when placed in an antenna’s vicinity, a phenomenon known as the Purcell effect [17]. The power intensity radiating into the \( -z \) direction, i.e. into a direction opposite to that of the illumination, is enhanced \( 1.19 \times 10^3 \) times for the fan-rod antenna compared to the radiation from the same dipole in free space. Similarly, for a fan-rod antenna integrated with the ring grating, the enhancement is \( 4.37 \times 10^4 \) times. These enhancement factors are in good agreement with the field intensity enhancement factors simulated in 3.3 for the case of incident waves in the \( +z \) direction. This is expected from the reciprocity theorem [18], because the dipole couples to the external optical mode with the same strength as the external optical mode excites the dipole. The total radiation power from the antenna-only structure is enhanced \( 1.19 \times 10^3 \) times. That this is the same factor as the \( -z \) direction intensity enhancement is due to its radiation pattern being very close to that of a point dipole in free space. The total radiation power from the antenna-grating structure is enhanced \( 2.03 \times 10^3 \) times, compared to a dipole in free space. That this is smaller than its \( -z \) direction intensity enhancement is due to its radiation into wider angles being weak. As noted above, the improvement that comes through the integration of the antenna with the ring is not the ratio of the collection efficiencies of Table 3-1. Rather, one needs to take into account the fact that the total radiation power is \( \sim 1.7 \) times larger for the antenna-ring structure than the antenna-only structure. In addition to predicting performance, the
calculations permit us to interpret the role of the grating. The intensity at the center of the antenna under external illumination at normal incidence is ~38 times larger for the antenna-ring structure than the antenna-only structure. That this is much larger than the increase in radiation power indicates that the ring grating is more of a concentrator than a resonator.

### 3.5 Raman scattering enhancement

We now calculate the enhancement in the collected SERS signals that should result from use of the antenna-only and antenna-ring structures. We consider Raman scattering from a molecule at the center point of the structure, i.e. in the antenna gap. For simplicity, we assume both the illumination and the Raman scattering are at the resonant wavelength of 585 nm, i.e. that the Stokes shift is zero. The enhancement factors we calculate are comparisons between the collected SERS signals from a molecule in the antenna-only or antenna-ring structures to those from a molecule in free space, with illumination and collection optics unchanged. A common approach for calculating SERS electromagnetic enhancement factor is to take it as the fourth power of the electric field enhancement under plane wave illumination. This assumes plane wave illumination and collection, i.e. that the NA of illumination and collection optics approach zero. Rather than using this approach, we instead calculate SERS electromagnetic enhancement factor using the following equation which accounts for the NA of illumination and collection optics:

\[
EF = \left( \frac{E^2_{\text{with antenna}}}{E^2_{\text{free space}}} \right) \left( \frac{P_{\text{rad}}_{\text{with antenna}}}{P_{\text{rad}}_{\text{free space}}} \right) \left( \frac{\eta_{\text{collection}}_{\text{with antenna}}}{\eta_{\text{collection}}_{\text{free space}}} \right)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

The first term in parentheses is the ratio of the intensity (square of electric field) of illumination at the dipole position in an antenna-only or antenna-ring structure to the intensity of illumination at the dipole position in free space. For calculating each of these...
intensities, focused illumination with a given NA is employed, as described below. The second term in parentheses is the ratio of the power radiated by a dipole with a given dipole moment in an antenna-only or antenna-ring structure to that radiated when the dipole is in free space. The third term in parentheses is the ratio of the collection efficiencies at a given NA for a dipole in an antenna-only or antenna-ring structure to that for a dipole in free space.

To calculate the first term in parentheses of (3.2), we employ the vector diffraction theory of Richards and Wolf [19] that describes a method by which the fields at the focus of a lens illuminated by a plane wave can be found. Because we consider a dipole oriented in the $x$ direction, we only consider the $x$ component of the electric field. From Ref [19], the $x$ component of the electric field at the focus of a lens with $NA=\sin \theta_{\text{max}}$ is given by:

$$E_x \big|_{\text{free space}} = \frac{ikf_0e^{-ikf}}{2\pi} \int_0^{\theta_{\text{max}}} \int_0^{2\pi} E_\infty(\theta, \phi) \sin \theta \ d\phi \ d\theta \quad (3.3a)$$

$$E_\infty(\theta, \phi) = E_0 \frac{1}{2} \left[(1 + \cos \theta) - (1 - \cos \theta) \cos 2\phi\right](\cos \theta)^{1/2} \quad (3.3b)$$

In Equation (3.3a) and (3.3b), $k$ is the wavevector in free space, $f$ is the focal length of the objective and $E_0$ is the amplitude of the electric field of the plane wave.

In Equation (3.3), the $x$ component of the electric field at the focus is found by integration of the plane waves converging to the focus over possible angles of incidence. To modify this expression for the case of focused illumination incident on an antenna-only structure or antenna-ring structure, each of the plane wave components must be multiplied by a prefactor. The prefactor is equal to the electric field enhancement occurring for plane wave illumination of the antenna-only structure or antenna-ring
structure at the angle of incidence. To determine the prefactor, one could perform a series of simulations of the field resulting from plane wave illumination of the antenna-only structure or antenna-ring structure at different angles of incidence. However, it is also possible to determine the prefactor from a single simulation, in which a dipole is placed at the center of the antenna-only or antenna-ring structure, and the far-field radiated at different angles is found. Because of the reciprocity theorem, this single simulation yields the required information. In Ref. [18], reciprocity theorem is used to find the relationship between radiated far-fields and local fields. In Ref. [18], two dipoles, and the fields that they create, are considered. A dipole \( \vec{d}_0 \) is placed in the vicinity of arbitrary nanostructures, and generates an electric field \( \vec{E}_{\text{far}} \) at some position in the far-field. A dipole \( \vec{d}_{\text{far}} \) is placed at the same far-field position, and generates field \( \vec{E}_{\text{loc}} \) at the position of dipole \( \vec{d}_0 \). These dipole moments and fields are related by:

\[
\vec{d}_0 \cdot \vec{E}_{\text{loc}} = \vec{d}_{\text{far}} \cdot \vec{E}_{\text{far}} \quad (3.4)
\]

Following this approach, we place a dipole with dipole moment \( \vec{d}_{\text{far}} \) oriented perpendicular to the radial direction \( \hat{r} \) far from the antenna-only or antenna-grating structure. Because the distance from the antenna-only or antenna-grating structure to the dipole \( \vec{d}_{\text{far}} \) is much greater than the wavelength, the field generated by the dipole \( \vec{d}_{\text{far}} \) that illuminates the antenna-only or antenna-grating structure can be regarded as plane wave. If the orientation \( \hat{e}_p(\theta, \phi) \) of the dipole \( \vec{d}_{\text{far}} \) is along the polarization direction of the field generated by the objective lens and the magnitude \( d_{\text{far}} \) of the dipole moment \( \vec{d}_{\text{far}} \) is chosen appropriately, the fields generated by the dipole \( \vec{d}_{\text{far}} \) that illuminate the antenna-only or
antenna-grating structure are same as those that would be generated by the objective lens. Following Equation (3.4), we obtain:

\[ d_o \hat{x} \cdot \tilde{E}_{\text{with antenna}} (\theta, \phi) = d_{\text{far}} \hat{e}_p (\theta, \phi) \cdot \tilde{E}_{\text{far with antenna}} (\theta, \phi) \quad (3.5) \]

where \( d_o \hat{x} \) is the dipole moment of the dipole used to model the Raman scattering molecule, \( \tilde{E}_{\text{with antenna}} (\theta, \phi) \) is the enhanced electric field at the center of the antenna-only or antenna-grating structure, and the direction \( \hat{e}_p (\theta, \phi) \) of \( \tilde{d}_{\text{far}} \) is the polarization direction of the wave generated by the objective lens as given in Ref. [19]. \( \tilde{E}_{\text{far with antenna}} (\theta, \phi) \) is the far-field at the position at which the dipole \( \tilde{d}_{\text{far}} \) is placed, generated by the dipole \( d_o \hat{x} \). Similarly, when the antenna-only or antenna-grating structure is removed, the reciprocity theorem [18] yields the following:

\[ d_o \hat{x} \cdot \tilde{E}_{\text{with antenna removed}} (\theta, \phi) = d_{\text{far}} \hat{e}_p (\theta, \phi) \cdot \tilde{E}_{\text{far free space}} (\theta, \phi) \quad (3.6) \]

where \( \tilde{E}_{\text{far free space}} (\theta, \phi) \) is the far field generated by dipole \( d_o \hat{x} \) in the absence of the antenna-only or antenna-grating structure and \( \tilde{E}_{\text{with antenna removed}} (\theta, \phi) \) is the field generated by \( \tilde{d}_{\text{far}} \) at the place where \( d_o \hat{x} \) is placed in the absence of the antenna-only or antenna-grating structure. Comparing Equations (3.5) and (3.6) yields the field enhancement prefactor:

\[ W(\theta, \phi) = \frac{E_x \left| \tilde{E}_{\text{with antenna}} (\theta, \phi) \right|}{E_x \left| \tilde{E}_{\text{with antenna removed}} (\theta, \phi) \right|} = \frac{\hat{e}_p (\theta, \phi) \cdot \tilde{E}_{\text{far with antenna}} (\theta, \phi)}{\hat{e}_p (\theta, \phi) \cdot \tilde{E}_{\text{far free space}} (\theta, \phi)} \quad (3.7) \]

As indicated by the subscript \( x \), this represents the field enhancement of the \( x \) component of the electric field. Using Equations (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7), the \( x \) component of the electric field at the center of the antenna-only or antenna-grating structure is given by:
Using Equations (3.3) and (3.8), the first term of Equation (3.2) is found for both the antenna-only and antenna-ring structures. The second term of Equation (3.2) is 1.19×10³ times for the antenna-only structure, and 2.03×10³ times for the antenna-grating structure, as described in section 3.4. The third term of Equation (3.2) is very close to unity for the antenna-only structure, as its radiation pattern is almost identical to that of a point dipole. For the antenna-grating structure, this term is equal to the ratio of collection efficiencies of the with- and without-grating structures of Table 3-1. The third term of Eq. (2) is therefore equal to 10.49, 3.71 and 2.34 for NAs of 0.1, 0.4 and 0.7, respectively.

Using Equations (3.2)-(3.8), the SERS electromagnetic enhancement factors of the antenna-grating and antenna-only structures are calculated in Table 2 for different NAs of the lens used to focus light onto, and collect light from, the device. In Table 3-2, we assume equal NA values of illumination and collection optics. In experiments, if the collimated excitation laser beam does not fill the whole aperture of the focusing lens, the illumination optics will have a smaller NA, and the ring grating will contribute to a larger enhancement factor than in Table 3-2 by its additional concentration of illumination.

Table 3-2. SERS electromagnetic enhancement factors of antenna-grating and antenna-only structures calculated for different NAs of illumination/collection optics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Antenna-grating structure</th>
<th>Antenna-only structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.23×10⁸</td>
<td>1.35×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.01×10⁷</td>
<td>1.35×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4.27×10⁶</td>
<td>1.35×10⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 3-2, it can be seen that the antenna-grating structure is predicted to achieve higher values of SERS enhancement factors than the antenna-only structure. The
improvement is particularly dramatic when the NA is low (0.1), achieving a value of ~165 times. At medium (0.4) and high (0.7) values of NA, the improvement factors are ~7.5 and ~3.2 times, respectively. That the improvement arising from the use of the grating is greatest at low NA is due to the fact that the additional focusing it provides is most advantageous when the illumination is weakly focused and the collection angle is small. It is interesting to note that the enhancement factor for the antenna-only structure is not affected by the NA. This is due to the fact that, like the molecule being modeled, the far-field radiation pattern of the antenna is almost identical to that of a point dipole. The first term in parentheses of Equation (3.2) is therefore not affected by the NA. The second term does not depend on the NA. The third term is close to unity because of the fact that the radiation patterns of the dipole in free space, and the dipole in the antenna are almost identical.

As described above, the integration of the antenna with the grating improves performance by concentrating the input illumination to improve excitation, and collimating the Raman scattering to improve collection efficiency. Despite minor improvements with high NA lenses, gratings are more versatile and less expensive than high NA glass lenses. Thus far, we have considered an antenna with its dipole moment in the plane of the substrate. Another interesting possibility is discussed in the following paragraph.

The field intensity and the Purcell effect, and consequently the Raman enhancement factor of the antenna, increases significantly with shortening the gap. While a 10 nm gap is about the limit of planar lithographic techniques, such as electron beam lithography and focused ion beam modification, it is easy to achieve a distance of less
than 1 nm in the vertical direction between the tip of an atomic force microscope and a planar surface. It is interesting to consider whether one could perform tip-enhanced Raman scattering (TERS) with molecules at this position [20]. In TERS experiments, it is necessary to ensure that there be an appreciate component of the electric field along the tip axis for field enhancement. A spiral ring device could offer a means for optimizing this. Using spiral rings, as distinct from the concentric rings considered in this paper thus far, an electric field polarization vertical to the substrate can be achieved at the center of the pattern [21].

3.6 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we have conducted a theoretical study on the use of concentric ring gratings to improve the performance of optical antennas for SERS. Improvements to the excitation intensity, radiated power and collection efficiency were considered for different values of NA. The results revealed that the grating is predicted to improve the SERS enhancement factor by close to two orders of magnitude at low NA (0.1), close to an order of magnitude at moderate NA (0.4), and by several times at high NA (0.7). We anticipate that both the results and calculation methodology we introduce here could serve as a powerful approach toward the design of structures for improving the SERS performance of optical antennas.

3.7 References


4 High directivity optical antenna substrates for surface enhanced Raman scattering

4.1 Introduction

In early SERS work, SERS substrates were often rough metallic surfaces [1] and aggregates [2, 3] made by bottom-up methods. More recent studies have centered on highly controllable and reproducible SERS substrates [4-6] fabricated by top-down methods. It has been known for some time [7] that these structures can be thought of as antennas. Efforts have been made recently on engineering these optical antennas (OAs), to maximize the local field enhancement and confinement [8-12]. In most previous work, OAs were formed on dielectric substrates [8-12]. In their basic configuration of two antenna arms separated by a gap, relatively few design options exist for improving the field enhancement. Indeed, the predominant approach involves modifying the lengths of different parts of the antenna (e.g. gap width [8]), though optimized shapes for the antenna arms have also been considered [13]. Furthermore, emission of the Raman signal from these basic designs occurs into a wide range of angles, which makes the collection of the SERS signal inefficient.

To improve the performance of OAs for SERS applications, a variety of methods have been proposed. These include reducing the width of the gaps between arms of the OA [8], OAs with double resonances [14-16], integrating OAs with dielectric and metallic photonic crystals and related structures [17, 18], and engineering the OA
emission patterns [19-21]. These methods have been generally pursued with the goal of either improving the local field enhancement or making the collection of the SERS signal more efficient. In this chapter, we integrate OAs with surrounding nanostructures (gold strips and gold reflector) that simultaneously improve the local field enhancement and SERS collection efficiency. Average SERS enhancement factors up to $1.2 \times 10^{10}$ are experimentally demonstrated with the OA design we introduce.

4.2 Design and numerical characterization

4.2.1 Design of high directivity optical antenna substrates

The SERS substrate we introduce in this work is illustrated as Figure 4-1. It is a four-layer structure consisting of a silicon substrate, a gold mirror, an SiO$_2$ spacer and gold strips and OAs. This design yields larger local field enhancement than OAs on dielectric substrates by offering two additional field enhancement channels. First, the gold mirror introduces images which couple with the OAs to generate larger local fields. Second, the strips excite surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) on the gold film, yielding enhanced fields at the midpoints between them, at which the OAs are located. The OAs therefore experience stronger excitation. These two enhancement channels are verified numerically in the following two sections.
4.2.2 Local field enhancement

We use the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method to evaluate the local field enhancement of the proposed design. In Figure 4-2, we plot the simulated intensity enhancements (the ratio between local field intensity and incident intensity) that result from three different configurations. The first (Figure 4-2a) consists of a two dimensional array (730 nm period) of OAs on an SiO$_2$ substrate (i.e. without strips and mirror). The second (Figure 4-2b) consists of a two dimensional array (730 nm period) of OAs formed above a gold mirror with an SiO$_2$ spacer layer. The third configuration (Figure 4-2c) is the same as that illustrated as Figure 4-1. In all three cases, normally-incident plane wave illumination with polarization as shown in Figure 4-1 is employed. The dimensions of the OAs, the dimensions of the gold strips, and the thicknesses of SiO$_2$ layer and gold mirror are the same as those indicated in Figure 4-1. The simulations are performed at an illumination wavelength of $\lambda=785$ nm.
Figure 4-2. (a) Calculated intensity enhancement (ratio between intensity $|E|^2$ of enhanced local field and intensity $|E_0|^2$ of incident wave) in $xz$ plane resulting from array of OAs on SiO$_2$ substrate. (b) Calculated intensity enhancement in $xz$ plane resulting from array of OAs above gold mirror with SiO$_2$ spacer. (c) Calculated intensity enhancement in $xz$ plane resulting from array of OAs integrated with gold strips, SiO$_2$ spacer and gold mirror.

The simulation results shown in Figure 4-2a and Figure 4-2b reveal that the intensity enhancement in the gap midpoint (15 nm above top surface of SiO$_2$ layer) for an array of OAs above a gold mirror is $\sim6.2$ times larger than that for an array of OAs on a SiO$_2$ substrate (Figure 4-2a). This improvement is the result of the coupling between the OAs and gold mirror. It can be seen that the intensity enhancement in the midpoint of the OAs above the gold mirror (Figure 4-2b) is improved by an additional $\sim3.3$ times when gold strips are added to the device (Figure 4-2c). This is because the gold strips generate SPPs that interfere constructively at the midpoints between the strips, resulting in enhanced fields that in turn excite the OAs more strongly. These two effects - the
coupling supported by gold mirror and larger excitation generated by the strips - result in the intensity enhancement being \( \sim 20 \) times larger for the device we introduce (Figure 4-2c) than that of OAs on an SiO\(_2\) substrate Figure 4-2a). These simulations demonstrate that the gold film and gold strips provide a means for increasing the field enhancement available with OAs, which is advantageous for SERS.

4.2.3 Emission Enhancement

SERS is a technique that enhances the Raman signals by two processes: excitation enhancement and emission enhancement. The excitation process is as discussed in last section: the large local fields achieved by our designs enhance the Raman dipole moments of molecules in the vicinity of the OAs. The emission enhancement is further divided into two parts. The first part is the enhancement of total Raman emission power generated by molecules. This is the reverse process of local field enhancement. According to the reciprocity theorem \([22]\), the large local field enhancement achieved by our design indicates strong enhancement of the total emission power of the molecules in the vicinity of OAs. The second part is the enhancement of collection efficiency (the ratio between Raman signals collected and total emitted signals). To obtain large collection efficiency, engineering of the Raman emission pattern is necessary. In the design we introduce, the strips act as secondary scatters, collimating the emission pattern into the \( +z \) direction, which is quite favorable for the back scattering configuration, a Raman microscope, that we employ in the experiments. To understand the collimation phenomenon, the emission patterns of OAs in the three configurations of Figure 4-2 are simulated using a method \([23]\) based on the reciprocity theorem \([22]\). In summary, this
involves performing simulations that calculate the local electric fields at the OA midpoints (middle of gap) when the structures are illuminated by plane waves propagating along the \((\theta, \phi)\) direction (\(\theta\) and \(\phi\) are defined in Figure 4-1). For each \((\theta, \phi)\) direction, two simulations are performed. In one, the plane wave is polarized along the \(\theta\) direction. In the other, the polarization is along the \(\phi\) direction. Due to the fact that the axis of each OA is along the \(x\) direction, the electric field at the OA midpoint is mostly along the \(x\) direction. From the reciprocity theorem \([22]\), we know that the ratio between the intensity of the \(x\) component of the electric field calculated in this way and the intensity of the incident plane wave corresponds to the ratio between the intensity \((|E(\theta, \phi)|^2)\) of the electric fields radiated in the \((\theta, \phi)\) direction by a dipole (modeling the molecule) oriented along the \(x\) direction, placed at OA midpoint, and the intensity \((|E_{\text{free}}|^2)\) of the fields radiated in \(+z\) direction by the same dipole placed in free space. These simulations are conducted for different observation directions \((\theta, \phi)\). The calculated intensity ratios found in this way are illustrated in Figure 4-3. These ratios represent the intensities of the power radiated into different directions by an \(x\)-directed dipole placed at the OA midpoint normalized to the power intensity radiated into the \(+z\) direction by the same dipole placed in free space. These calculations are performed at a free space wavelength of \(\lambda=857.1\) nm, which corresponds to the 1072 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman line when an excitation wavelength of \(\lambda=785\) nm is used. This is chosen because it corresponds to one of the lines of Benzenethiol Phenyl mercaptan Thiophenol (benzenethiol), the molecule that is used in the Raman experiments described later.
Figure 4-3. Simulated emission patterns of Raman dipole oriented in x direction and placed within gap of OA in three different configurations. Free space wavelength of $\lambda=857.1$ nm is employed, corresponding to 1072 cm$^{-1}$ Raman line with $\lambda=785$ nm excitation. In all cases, periodicities in the x and y directions are both 730 nm. (a) Array of OAs on an SiO$_2$ substrate. (b) Array of OAs above gold mirror with SiO$_2$ spacer. (c) Array of OAs above gold mirror with gold strips. All the emission patterns are for the upper half space. Inner and outer circles represent angles $\theta$ such that $\sin \theta$ takes values of 0.15 and 1.0, respectively.

The results in Figure 4-3 show that our design not only generates strong signals but also collimates Raman emission in the $+z$ direction ($\sin \theta=0$). Compared with a dipole placed in free space, our design improves the total power radiated into the upper half space by three orders of magnitude (~1600). This is because the Purcell factor [24] experienced by Raman molecule is improved by the OAs, mirror and gratings. Additionally, the results in Figure 4-3c reveal that the full widths at half radiation power of our design are 6 degrees and 40 degrees in the $xz$ and $yz$ planes, respectively. This indicates that the majority of the Raman emission occurs into a small range of angles about the $+z$ direction. It can be seen from Figure 4-3 that the confinement that occurs with this structure is considerably better than that occurring with the OAs on SiO$_2$ or OAs above mirror with SiO$_2$ spacer (but no strips). The collimation property of our design improves the collection efficiency of the Raman emission. If an objective lens with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.15 is employed to collect the Raman emission, only that within the range of directions indicated by the inner circle of each part of Figure 4-3 is...
collected. The total collected Raman emission, assuming NA=0.15, is found for each configuration by integration over each inner circle. Performing this integration shows that in the design we introduce (Figure 4-3c), the collected power is ~3.6 times that occurring for the OAs above the gold mirror (Figure 4-3b), and ~6 times that of the OAs on the SiO₂ substrate (Figure 4-3a). This affirms the ability of the device we introduce to achieve emission enhancement via increasing the total emitted power, as well as improving its directionality.

Figure 4-4. Simulated emission patterns of Raman dipole oriented in x direction and placed within gap of OA in three different configurations. Free space wavelength of \( \lambda \)=857.1 nm is employed, corresponding to 1072 cm⁻¹ Raman line with \( \lambda \)=785 nm excitation. In all cases, periodicities in the x and y directions are both 730 nm. (a) Array of OAs above gold mirror with gold strips and 30 nm thick SiO₂ spacer. (b) Array of OAs above gold mirror with gold strips and 50 nm thick SiO₂ spacer. (c) Array of OAs above gold mirror with gold strips and 70 nm thick SiO₂ spacer. All the emission patterns are for the upper half space. Inner and outer circles represent angles \( \theta \) such that \( \sin \theta \) takes values of 0.15 and 1.0, respectively.

The parameters such as periodicities and SiO₂ spacer thickness of our design are optimized such that good balance between total emitted power and directionality is achieved. As shown in Figure 4-4, the shapes of emission patterns for OAs integrated with gold mirror and strips are similar to one another, but have different intensities. The similar shapes of emission pattern result from the fixed periodicities (fixed grating effect). All the emissions are collimated. The varied intensities are due to different thickness of SiO₂ spacer layer (varied impedance matching conditions) [18]. It is seen that the
emission (Figure 4-4b) of the design with parameters shown in Figure 4-1 is the strongest among the three patterns. It can be seen in Figure 4-5 that some of the emission patterns (Figure 4-5a and Figure 4-5c) for OAs integrated with gold mirror and strips are not collimated. This is due to the fact that these have non-optimal periodicities, compared to the design we introduce (Figure 4-1). The emission pattern (Figure 4-5b) of the design with parameters shown in Figure 4-1 is the strongest and most collimated of the three patterns.

Figure 4-5. Simulated emission patterns of Raman dipole oriented in x direction and placed within gap of OA in three different configurations. Free space wavelength of $\lambda=857.1$ nm is employed, corresponding to 1072 cm$^{-1}$ Raman line with $\lambda=785$ nm excitation. In all cases, the thicknesses of SiO$_2$ spacer are all 50 nm. (a) Array of OAs above gold mirror with gold strips. The periodicities in the x and y directions are both 630 nm. (b) Array of OAs above gold mirror with gold strips. The periodicities in the x and y directions are both 730 nm. (c) Array of OAs above gold mirror with gold strips. The periodicities in the x and y directions are both 830 nm. All the emission patterns are for the upper half space. Inner and outer circles represent angles $\theta$ such that $\sin \theta$ takes values of 0.15 and 1.0, respectively.

It is seen from Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 that far-field emissions are either not as strong as that of the optimized structure and/or not as collimated when parameters different from those shown in Figure 4-1 are applied. The far-field emission pattern for 416 cm$^{-1}$ Raman line is also simulated. In Figure 4-6, the emission patterns of 416 cm$^{-1}$ Raman line for OAs on SiO$_2$, OAs above gold mirror and OAs integrated with gold mirror and strips are shown. The total collected Raman emission, assuming objective lens NA=0.15, is found for each configuration by integration over each inner circle. The
integration shows that in the design we introduce (Figure 4-6c), the collected power is \( \sim 5.4 \) times that occurring for the OAs above the gold mirror (Figure 4-6b), and \( \sim 5.8 \) times that of the OAs on the SiO\(_2\) substrate (Figure 4-6c). The results confirm that our design realizes strong Raman emission in a directional manner for multiple Raman lines.

Figure 4-6. Simulated emission patterns of Raman dipole oriented in \( x \) direction and placed within gap of OA in three different configurations. Free space wavelength of \( \lambda = 811.8 \) nm is employed, corresponding to 416 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman line with \( \lambda = 785 \) nm excitation. In all cases, periodicities in the \( x \) and \( y \) directions are both 730 nm. (a) Array of OAs on an SiO\(_2\) substrate. (b) Array of OAs above gold mirror with SiO\(_2\) spacer. (c) Array of OAs above gold mirror with gold strips. All the emission patterns are for the upper half space. Inner and outer circles represent angles \( \theta \) such that \( \sin \theta \) takes values of 0.15 and 1.0, respectively.

The emission patterns of Raman molecules at positions away from the center of the OAs are also shown in Figure 4-7. It can be seen that weaker emission occurs than when the molecule is in the OA center. This can be understood by considering that the emission process is reciprocal to the excitation process. In the excitation process, smaller field enhancement occurs at positions that are away from the center of OAs. In the emission process, weaker emission also occurs at these positions. In the Figure 4-7, it is seen that the emission patterns of molecules away from the center are similar to the emission pattern occurring with a molecule in the OA center. This verifies that our design collimates the Raman emission of molecules at different positions.
Figure 4-7. Simulated emission patterns of Raman dipole oriented in x direction and placed at different positions of OA integrated with gold mirror and strips. Red dots indicate the positions of Raman dipole. Free space wavelength of $\lambda=857.1$ nm is employed, corresponding to $1072$ cm$^{-1}$ Raman line with $\lambda=785$ nm excitation. In all cases, periodicities in the x and y directions are both 730 nm. (a) Raman dipole is 30 nm above the top surface of SiO$_2$ and 85 nm away from the gold rod’s flat edge along the antenna axis. (b) Raman dipole is 30 nm above the top surface of SiO$_2$, 55 nm away from the flat edge in the x direction and 30 nm away from the antenna axis in the y direction. (c) Raman dipole is on the flat edge and 30 nm above the top surface of SiO$_2$. It is 30 nm away from the antenna axis along the y direction. All the emission patterns are for the upper half space. Inner and outer circles represent angles $\theta$ such that $\sin \theta$ takes values of 0.15 and 1.0, respectively.

Taking the enhancement of the excitation, the emitted power, and the directionality of the emission into account, we expect that the design we introduce (Figure 4-1) should produce SERS enhancement factors approximately two orders of magnitude larger than those of OAs on an SiO$_2$ substrate (without the gold strips and gold mirror, Figure 4-2a). Compared to OAs above a gold mirror (Figure 4-2b), the SERS enhancement factors of our design should be approximately one order of magnitude larger. We next describe experiments to measure these enhancement factors experimentally.

4.3 SERS measurements

The OAs integrated with mirror and strips, OAs above mirror and OA on SiO$_2$ are fabricated using e-beam lithography, metal evaporation and SiO$_2$ deposition. The fabrication process for the device shown starts with evaporation (e-beam evaporator, Sharon Vacuum Co.) of gold onto a silicon substrate to a thickness of 120 nm with a
deposition rate of 1 Å/s. The SiO$_2$ spacer layer is then deposited to a thickness of 50 nm by atomic layer deposition (Savannah atomic layer deposition system, Cambridge NanoTech Inc.) with a deposition rate of 1 nm/cycle. Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 495A2 and 950A2 resists (MicroChem Corp.) are spun on sequentially (40 nm thick PMMA 950A2 on top of 60 nm thick PMMA 495A2) and exposed with a pattern consisting of the one dimensional array of strips (110 nm wide). The sample is developed in PMMA developer (methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK): Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) 1:3, MicroChem Corp.) for 90 seconds and washed in IPA for 30 seconds. Next gold is evaporated (30 nm thick, E-beam evaporator, Sharon Vacuum Co.), with a titanium layer for adhesion (1 nm thick). Both metals are evaporated with a deposition rate of 1 Å/s. The PMMA layers are then removed by soaking in acetone (Honeywell Burdick and Jackson). SiO$_2$ is then deposited by atomic layer deposition (Savannah atomic layer deposition system, Cambridge NanoTech Inc.) to a thickness of 2 nm with a deposition rate of 1 nm/cycle. This ensures that, in the SERS measurements, the benzenethiol molecules do not adsorb to the gold strips. This is advantageous because it means that the SERS signals we measure originate from the molecules on the OAs, and not from molecules on the strips. We next use a chromium spacer layer oxidation method [8] to produce OAs with gaps of ~5 nm. This method involves two electron beam lithography and liftoff steps, where each step defines one of the nanoparticles in each OA dimer. The lateral expansion of a sacrificial chromium layer enables a gap of ~5nm to be produced between nanoparticles in each OA. Further details can be found in the Ref. [8]. The overall extent of each fabricated OA array is ~100 µm × 100 µm. A zoom-in of a portion of a typical device is shown as the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of Figure 4-8. It can
be seen that the fabrication processes yields excellent control over the size and shape of the OAs. The dimensions of the fabricated devices are close to those shown in Figure 4-1.

![Figure 4-8](image)

Figure 4-8. (a) SEM image of OA array with gold strips, above a gold film, with SiO₂ used as spacer layer. (b) SERS spectra measured from benzenethiol monolayers formed on OAs in three configurations: OAs on SiO₂ substrate (red curve, signals are enlarged by 5 times), OAs above gold mirror (green curve), OAs integrated with strips and mirror (blue curve). Blue and green curves are vertically offset by 10000 and 5000 counts, respectively, for display purposes.

To obtain the SERS signals, we dip the samples (OAs on SiO₂ substrate, OAs above gold mirror and OAs integrated with strips and mirror) in a solution of benzenethiol in ethanol \((3 \times 10^{-3} \text{ mol/L})\) for 1 hour. This results in a self-assembled monolayer of benzenethiol on the gold OA surfaces. It should also be noted that benzenethiol does not bind to silicon dioxide. After removal from the benzenethiol solution, the samples are rinsed in ethanol and blown dry with nitrogen. The benzenethiol and ethanol are used as bought from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC. SERS measurements are made with a Raman microscope equipped with a spectrometer and a thermoelectrically-cooled charge coupled device (CCD) detector (LabRAM, Horiba Jobin-Yvon). The excitation laser wavelength is \(\lambda=785\) nm, and the power is 0.65 mW. An objective lens (NA=0.15, magnification 5×) is used to focus the excitation laser on the samples and
collect the emitted Raman signals. The signal accumulation time for the CCD detector is 5 seconds. The results of SERS measurement are shown in Figure 4-8b.

To quantify the differences between the performances of these devices, we analyze the Raman lines at 416 cm\(^{-1}\), 1072 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1586 cm\(^{-1}\). It can be seen that OAs integrated with strips and mirror yield largest signals among the three samples. To determine the SERS enhancement factors, measurements are made of Raman scattering from neat benzenethiol liquid sandwiched between a microscope slide and a coverslip. The benzenethiol thickness (500 \(\mu\)m) is defined using a spacer to separate the slide and coverslip. These measurements are performed using the same experimental parameters as the SERS measurements. The SERS enhancement factor is then given by

\[
EF = \frac{I_{\text{SERS}} / N_{\text{SERS}}}{I_{\text{REF}} / N_{\text{REF}}},
\]

where \(I_{\text{SERS}}\) and \(I_{\text{REF}}\) are the signal intensities measured in the SERS and Raman experiments, respectively. These intensities are the heights of the Raman lines in the spectra with the background subtracted. \(N_{\text{SERS}}\) and \(N_{\text{REF}}\) are the numbers of molecules in the SERS and Raman experiments, respectively. \(N_{\text{SERS}}\) is given by the area of the exposed gold surfaces of the OAs multiplied by the packing density of benzenethiol (6.8\(\times\)10\(^{14}\) cm\(^{-2}\) [25]). \(N_{\text{REF}}\) is given by the confocal collection volume of the microscope multiplied by the density of neat benzenethiol (9.6 mol/L). The collection volume is found by measuring the Raman signal from a silicon wafer as a function of its position along the optical axis [14]. The enhancement factor calculated here is the average factor by which the Raman signals from the molecules on the OAs are increased, compared to the molecules in pure benzenethiol. It should be noted that substantially larger enhancement factor values would result, were we to make the assumption that is
sometimes made that the SERS signal originates from only those molecules within the hot spot in the gap, since the assumed number of molecules contributing to SERS signals would be far smaller [26].

The average experimentally-determined SERS enhancement factors of 416 cm\(^{-1}\), 1072 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1586 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman lines for the device we introduce (blue curve, Figure 4-8b) are \(1.1 \times 10^{10}\), \(8.5 \times 10^9\), and \(1.2 \times 10^{10}\), respectively. By contrast, for the same Raman lines, the OAs above the mirror (green curve, Figure 4-8b) exhibit measured average enhancement factors of \(6 \times 10^8\), \(7.1 \times 10^8\) and \(1.5 \times 10^9\). The device we introduce (blue curve, Figure 4-8b), therefore, has enhancement factors that are 19, 12, and 8 times larger than that for OAs above mirror (green curve, Figure 4-8b) for those Raman lines. For the OAs on the SiO\(_2\) substrate (red curve, Figure 4-8b), the measured enhancement factors are \(9.5 \times 10^7\), \(5.4 \times 10^7\) and \(6 \times 10^7\) for those Raman lines. Adding the gold mirror and gold strips to an OA array, therefore, improves the enhancement factors of the 416 cm\(^{-1}\), 1072 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1586 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman lines by 120, 156 and 200 times, respectively. The two orders of magnitude boost in enhancement factor results from the improvements in local field enhancement, total emission enhancement and Raman collection efficiency enhancement that result from adding the strips and mirror to the OAs. As shown in the literature [27], the peak value of the SERS enhancement factor in the hot spots can be two orders of magnitude larger than the average value. This suggests that the peak SERS enhancement factor for our design could be as high as \(1 \times 10^{12}\). Experiments would be necessary to validate this, but it nonetheless suggests that our device could be a platform for highly reproducible single molecule detection.
4.4 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we have shown that adding gold strips and a gold mirror to an OA array results in a substantial boost, of two orders in magnitude, to the SERS enhancement factor, yielding values up to $1.2 \times 10^{10}$. These represent average values of enhancement; the peak values experienced by molecules in the hot spots are likely to be substantially higher. Electromagnetics simulations revealed the importance of both local field enhancement and directivity enhancement in achieving this level of performance. We anticipate that explicit consideration of both phenomena will be a fruitful path in the design of SERS substrates.
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5 Directional Raman scattering from single molecules in the feed gaps of optical antennas

5.1 Introduction

Controlling light from single emitters is an overarching theme of nano-optics [1, 2]. Antennas are routinely used to modify the angular emission patterns of radio wave sources. “Optical antennas” [3-5] translate these principles to visible and infrared wavelengths, and have been recently used to modify fluorescence from single quantum dots [6] and single molecules [7, 8]. Understanding the properties of single molecules, however, would be advanced were one able to observe their vibrational spectra through Raman scattering in a very reproducible manner, but is a hugely challenging task, as Raman scattering cross sections are very weak [9]. The drawback of Raman scattering cross sections being weak is mitigated using the enhanced fields around nanostructures in the method known as surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [10-12]. Reports of single molecule SERS (SMSERS) [13, 14] generated considerable interest but, with one notable exception [15], those that followed [16-22] have left largely unchanged the method to produce the SMSERS-active substrates, the salt-induced aggregation of Ag nanoparticles. The aggregates that result are extremely heterogeneous and generally fewer than 1% are SMSERS-active [23]. The lack of reproducible substrates has hindered scientific and technological applications of SMSERS, and the realization of a controllable means for SMSERS is needed. Ahmed and Gordon [15] fabricated a single optical
antenna, and reported SMSERS based on the bi-analyte technique with Rhodamine 6G and Nile Blue dyes. In this chapter, we demonstrate SMSERS from an optical antenna chip containing more than a thousand optical antennas. Because of the large number of antennas, statistical analysis is possible, and shows that the fraction of antennas having single molecule sensitivity is near unity. That the antennas are SMSERS-active is proven using two isotopologues of the same molecule at a concentration that is three orders of magnitude lower than that of Ref. [15]. We furthermore directly measure the angular emission profiles of SERS at the single molecule level, showing that directional emission is achieved.

5.2 Design of optical antenna

The SMSERS chip we introduce consists of a square array of optical antennas. Figure 5-1a depicts a portion of the array schematically. Each optical antenna consists of a pair of silver particles surrounded by a silver ring, all on a SiO₂ spacer layer on a silver mirror. The silver particles are separated by a gap of only ~5 nm. As a consequence, very strong field enhancement results upon illumination of the chip with a wave polarized across the gap (Figure 5-1b). This leads to strong excitation of Raman scattering from molecules located in the gap.
Figure 5-1. (a) Schematic of optical antenna chip for SMSERS. Each antenna consists of a pair of Ag particles (5 nm gap) surrounded by an Ag ring, all on an SiO$_2$ spacer layer on an Ag mirror on ITO-coated glass. Ag rings have inner & outer radii of 300 nm & 380 nm, respectively. Ag particles & rings are 40 nm thick (in z-direction). Ag particles are rods (70 nm long & 60 nm wide in x- & y-directions) with rounded ends (30 nm radius). Periodicities of the antennas in x and y directions are both 2 $\mu$m. (b) Profile of the simulated intensities of electric field at the wavelength of $\lambda=532$ nm on xy plane and 20 nm above the top surface of SiO$_2$ spacer. Intensities of electric field are normalized by that of the incident wave. Polarization and propagation direction of incident wave are given in Fig. 1a. Dashed lines indicate outlines of silver ring and particle pair. Inset: intensities of electric field around particle pair. (c) and (d) Scanning electron microscope images of optical antenna chip. Overall extent of optical antenna array is 100 $\mu$m $\times$ 100 $\mu$m. Inner and outer radii of silver rings are 300 nm and 380 nm, respectively. Left-hand rod of optical antenna is 80 nm long and 70 nm wide. Right-hand rod of optical antenna is 68 nm long and 62 nm wide.

The chip is made using top-down fabrication methods that yield excellent control of the characteristics and positions of the hot spots. Device fabrication starts with a glass substrate coated with a layer of indium tin oxide (ITO). Silver is deposited to a thickness of 120 nm by electron beam evaporation. The spacer is then produced by sputtering SiO$_2$ to a thickness of 50 nm. Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 495 and PMMA 950 are then
spun on to thicknesses of 200 nm and 100 nm, respectively. Electron beam lithography is then performed, but only the right-hand rod of each antenna is exposed. Following development, silver is evaporated to a thickness of 40 nm, and lift-off performed. PMMA layers are then again spun on, and electron beam lithography performed. This time, an alignment step is performed, and the left-hand rod of each antenna and the rings are exposed. Silver is evaporated and lift-off is performed. The error in aligning the second electron beam lithography step to the first is ±10 nm. To achieve an array of antennas with nanometer-scale gaps, we therefore need to make several devices. We find that, roughly speaking, in one out of six antenna arrays, an alignment accuracy similar to that of Figure 5-1 is achieved. We find that in such devices, the antenna gap sizes vary little across the array. No gap fusion within the antenna array shown in Figure 5-1 is observed. The fabrication method here is different from our previous method [24] for producing nanoscale gaps, in which the lateral oxidation of a Cr layer was employed. SEM images of the chip are shown as Figure 5-1c and Figure 5-1d. It can be seen that the dimensions of the rings, gaps and right part of optical antennas of the fabricated device match those of Figure 5-1a, but that the left-hand rod of each antenna is slightly longer than the right-hand rod. To see what effect this mismatch has, we simulate the intensity enhancement of the optical antenna with parameters shown in Figure 5-1d using the finite element method (FEM). The dielectric permittivity of silver is taken from Ref. [25]. Plane wave illumination from the air side at normal incidence is used at a free space wavelength of \( \lambda = 532 \) nm. The results are shown in Figure 5-2. It can be seen that the field enhancement \( (1.45 \times 10^5) \) in the feed gap of optical antenna in Figure 5-2 is very similar to that of Figure 5-1b, differing by <7%.
Figure 5-2. Simulated electric field intensity ($\langle |E|^2 \rangle$) on $xy$ plane (20 nm above SiO$_2$ surface) in response to x-polarized plane wave illumination from air side at normal incidence (Figure 5-1a). Intensities are normalized by intensity of illuminating plane wave. Simulations are performed at a wavelength of $\lambda=532$ nm.

The silver mirror, SiO$_2$ spacer and silver rings in our device are favorable for excitation enhancement, for Raman emission enhancement and for efficient collection. The silver mirror supports image dipoles that couple with the localized surface plasmons excited on the nanoparticle pairs [26, 27]. The silver ring excites surface plasmon polaritons on the mirror that converge to the ring center [28], leading to stronger excitation of the particle pairs. To compare the excitation enhancement provided by our optical antenna chip to that of basic optical antennas on SiO$_2$ (e.g. no rings and mirrors), we simulate the intensity enhancement of each. The simulated structures have dimensions as given in Figure 5-1. The results are shown as Figure 5-3. It can be seen that the optical antenna incorporating the ring and mirror provides considerably stronger intensity enhancement, with the peak value ($1.36 \times 10^5$ in the feed gap)
Figure 5-3. Simulated electric field intensity ($|E|^2$) on $xy$ plane (20 nm above SiO$_2$ surface) in response to x-polarized plane wave illumination from air side at normal incidence (Figure 5-1a). Intensities are normalized by intensity of illuminating plane wave. Simulations are performed at a wavelength of $\lambda=532$ nm. (a) Optical antenna integrated with silver ring and mirror. (b) Basic optical antenna on SiO$_2$.

Compared with the electric field intensity ($6.4 \times 10^3$) in the middle of the gap of a basic optical antenna on SiO$_2$, the electric field intensity ($1.36 \times 10^5$) in the middle of the gap of our design in Figure 5-3a is $\sim$21 times larger. The simulation results (not shown here) predict that the electric field intensity ($4.5 \times 10^4$) in the middle of the gap of an optical antenna, without the silver ring but above a silver mirror, is $\sim$7 times larger than that in the middle of gap of a basic optical antenna. This indicates that the silver mirror and silver ring improve electric field intensity enhancement by $\sim$7 times and $\sim$3 times, respectively. We also simulate a single optical antenna over silver mirror with the same parameters shown in Figure 5-1. This antenna is isolated, i.e. there are no neighboring antennas. The results (not shown here) indicate that the electric field intensity ($1.29 \times 10^5$) in the middle of the gap of the single antenna is close to that ($1.36 \times 10^5$) in the middle of the gap of the antenna shown in Figure 5-1 where the neighboring antennas are taken into account. The small variation (6%) indicates that the interaction between the antennas is not strong in this design. In our design, the thickness of the SiO$_2$
spacer layer [26, 27] and the silver ring dimensions [28] are chosen to achieve optimal local field enhancement.

5.3 Directional far-field radiation patterns

Similar to the findings of previous studies [28, 29], the silver mirror and rings in the chip also collimate the Raman emission, increasing collection efficiency. To quantify the Raman emission process, the Raman molecules are modeled as dipoles oriented in the $x$ direction. Figure 5-4a and Figure 5-4b, the simulated far-field power radiation patterns that result when a dipole is placed in the middle of the gap of the optical antenna we introduce (red curves) and in the middle of the gap of a basic optical antenna (blue curve) are shown. In both cases, the dipole is positioned 20 nm above the top surface of the SiO$_2$ layer.

![Graphs showing far-field radiation patterns](image)

Figure 5-4. Calculated far-field radiation power intensity patterns for device we introduce (red curves) and basic optical antenna design (blue curves). Simulations performed at a wavelength of $\lambda=550.2$ nm (620 cm$^{-1}$ Raman line with excitation at $\lambda=532$ nm). The radiation power patterns are normalized by the peak power radiated by the optical antenna design we introduce. For comparison purposes, the results for the basic optical antennas (blue curves) have been multiplied by 3$\times$. (a) Calculated radiation patterns on $yz$ plane. (b) Calculated radiation patterns on $xz$ plane.

It can be seen that, with the proposed device, the emission is directional and largely
normal to the substrate, meaning that its collection efficiency is higher than that of the basic optical antenna, for which much of the emission occurs into the SiO$_2$. To compare the performance of our design with that of a basic optical antenna, we calculate the full three dimensional far-field power radiation patterns. The results shown in Figure 5-5 predict that, with the antenna chip, the Raman signal collected by a lens (NA = 0.9) is $\sim 7$ times larger than would be collected by the lens were the basic antenna used. We also simulate an optical antenna without the silver ring but with the silver mirror (results not shown here). These simulations show that the Raman signal collected by the lens for this device is $\sim 2.5$ times larger than the signal that would be collected were the basic antenna used. Therefore, the silver mirror and silver ring contribute to the collimation of Raman emission, and boost collected Raman signals by 2.5 times and 2.8 times, respectively.

Figure 5-5. Calculated 3D far-field radiated power patterns at a wavelength of $\lambda=550.2$ nm (620 cm$^{-1}$ Raman line). (a) Radiation pattern of optical antenna integrated with silver ring (silver color) and SiO$_2$ mirror (blue) (b) Radiation pattern of basic optical antenna on SiO$_2$.

With both the excitation and emission enhancements considered, the modeling therefore predicts SERS enhancements for the proposed design that are $\sim$two orders of magnitude larger than those achieved with the basic antenna. The larger enhancement makes our chip a good candidate for SMSERS.
5.4 Single Molecule SERS (SMSERS)

We verify that our chip achieves SMSERS using the isotopologue method [16, 18, 19]. As noted by Dieringer et al [16], the isotopologue method has a number of advantages over the bi-analyte approach with different molecules. For the latter, the proper interpretation of results requires knowledge of the differences in Raman cross sections, absorption spectra and surface binding affinities of the different molecules. For the isotopologue approach, on the other hand, the molecules differ only in the isotopic composition of their atoms. They can therefore be distinguished by their SERS spectra, but their overall Raman cross sections, absorption spectra and surface binding affinities are identical. As we describe in further detail below, we introduce two forms of Rhodamine 6G (d0 and d4) to the chip at a low concentration, scan the chip, and measure SERS from more than a thousand antennas. That the SERS spectrum from each antenna corresponds chiefly to only one isotopologue (and not both) confirms that SMSERS is achieved. The isotopologues are synthesized and characterized using the methods described in previous studies [20, 30]. The electronic absorption of the Rhodamine 6G is on resonance with our laser ($\lambda=532$ nm), increasing the Raman signal [16]. One should therefore refer to this method as single-molecule surface-enhanced resonant Raman spectroscopy (SMSERRS). For brevity, however, we follow the convention of Ref. [16] and refer to it as SMSERS.

The confirmation of SMSERS makes use of the fact that the isotopologues can be readily distinguished by the Raman line that appears at 620 cm$^{-1}$ and 610 cm$^{-1}$ for R6G-d0 and R6G-d4, respectively. The fabricated optical antenna chip is soaked in a solution containing the isotopologues (0.2 nM each) for 12 hours, washed in methanol, then blown
dry with nitrogen. The optical antenna chip is then scanned in a Raman microscope (Horiba Jobin Yvon, LabRam), with a step size of 1 μm. In the microscope, a laser beam ($\lambda = 532$ nm) is focused onto the chip with a microscope objective (magnification 100×, numerical aperture NA 0.9). The laser power incident on the chip is 0.03 mW. The same objective lens is used to collect the Raman signal into a spectrometer equipped with a thermoelectrically cooled charge coupled device (CCD) sensor. The integration time used to acquire the Raman spectrum at each scan position is 0.5 seconds. An 80 × 80 μm region of the chip containing 1681 optical antennas is scanned. A SERS spectrum is measured at each scan position. Among the data obtained, 1120 antennas yield strong Raman signals for the 620 cm$^{-1}$ and/or 610 cm$^{-1}$ Raman lines. These 1120 events can therefore be divided into three categories: the spectrum is that of R6G-d0, the spectrum is that of R6G-d4, and the spectrum contains both R6G-d0 and R6G-d4 features. In Figure 5-6a, these events are tabulated in a histogram.
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Figure 5-6. Experimental results of SMSERS using the optical antenna chip we introduce. (a) Histogram of single molecule level events: R6G-d0 molecule (blue), both R6G-d0 and R6G-d4 molecules (green), and R6G-d4 molecule (red). (b) Representative Raman spectra of R6G-d0 and R6G-d4 single molecule level events. The R6G-d4 spectrum is shifted in the vertical direction by 2000 counts for display purposes.

It can be seen that a significant number of events (945 out of 1,120 (84%))
demonstrate Raman spectra containing either R6G-d0 or R6G-d4, but not both. As discussed in Ref. [16], the number of molecules within each hot spot follows a Poisson distribution and the probability of observing each isotopologue follows a Binomial distribution. The overall probability is thus the product of the two distributions, and is given as follows (Equation 1 of Ref. [16]):

$$P(n_4, n_0, \alpha) = \frac{e^{-\alpha} \alpha^{(n_4+n_0)}}{(n_4+n_0)!} \times \frac{(n_4+n_0)!}{n_4!n_0!} \left( \frac{1}{2} \right)^{(n_4+n_0)}$$

(5.1)

Here, $n_0$ and $n_4$ are the numbers of R6G-d0 and R6G-d4 molecules within the hot spots, respectively. $\alpha$ is the average number of molecules within each hot spot. The Poisson-binomial model predicts that 1,120 (of the 1,681) antennas would have one of more molecules in their hot spots, and therefore produce SERS signals, if there were on average 1.097 molecules per hot spot. The measured relative frequencies of the R6G-d0-only, mixed, and R6G-d4-only events are 475:175:470, i.e. a ratio of ~2.7:1:2.7. This confirms that our device achieves SMSERS. Using the Poisson-binomial model, and following the assumption of Ref. [16] that the competition between multiple molecules for the hot spots leads to there being two or fewer molecules per hot spot, a ratio of ~2.3:1:2.3 would result, were there on average 1.097 molecules per hot spot. That the modeled values are close to the experimental values confirms the very high, i.e. near unity, fraction of the optical antennas with SMSERS sensitivity. Differences between the modeled and experimental results could be due to the competition between multiple molecules for the hot spots being even more pronounced than that assumed above, further skewing the distribution and making it deviate from Poisson-binomial behavior. In Figure 5-5b, representative Raman spectra are shown for R6G-d0 and R6G-d4 single molecule events. The Raman peaks in Figure 5-6b shift slightly from their average values measured
from large numbers of molecules. Such peak shifts have also been observed in previous SMSERS studies [16, 18]. They represent further confirmation that SMSERS is achieved.

The Raman intensities of R6G-d0 and R6G-d4 events are shown in a histogram (Figure 5-7). It can be seen that the distributions of Raman intensities of R6G-d0 and R6G-d4 events are very similar. This is to be expected as the R6G-d0 and R6G-d4 molecules have identical binding properties. The variation in Raman signal intensity is likely to be due to the fact that the molecules adsorb to the chip at random locations, and therefore experience very different values of local field enhancement. Because the variation of Raman signals of R6G-d0 events and R6G-d4 events is large, we cannot determine the number of molecules in a given event by intensity.

Figure 5-7. Histogram of intensities of Raman signal of R6G-d0 events and R6G-d4 events. Intensities of R6G-d0 events (620 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman line, blue bars) and R6G-d4 events (610 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman line, red bars) are each normalized by their minimum values.

5.5 Far-field radiation patterns of SMSERS

A central question in the field of nano-optics is whether an antenna can be used to modify the angular distribution of light from a single quantum emitter [31]. Here we show directional emission of Raman from single molecules. We fabricate an optical antenna chip, and soak it in the R6G-d0/R6G-d4 isotopologue solution (0.5 nM of each).
The SEM image of fabricated chip (not shown here) reveals that the optical antennas have gap widths of 15 nm, slightly larger than those of the antennas used in the experiments of Figure 5-7. Simulations of the far-field radiation pattern of the antennas with 15 nm gap are found to be very similar to those with 5 nm gaps (Figure 5-4), however. The measured ratio of 2.3:1:2.3 for R6G-d0-only, mixed, and R6G-d4-only confirms that the SMSERS regime is achieved.

We build a system that enables the angular distribution of emission of each Raman line to be measured at the back-focal-plane of the microscope objective. The Raman-scattered light at the back focal plane of the collection microscope objective lens represents the angular emission pattern of the Raman scattering from R6G molecules. To measure this, we employ the home-built energy momentum spectroscopy [32] setup shown as Figure 5-8a. A collimated continuous-wave laser with a wavelength of 532 nm and a power of 0.45 mW is focused by an objective lens (NA = 0.9) onto the sample. Raman scattering from single R6G molecules is collected by the same objective lens. A 532 nm long-pass filter is placed in the optical path to block the Rayleigh scattered light. Placed after the tube lens, a convex lens (100 mm focal length) acts as a Bertrand lens, creating a first image plane of the objective lens back-focal-plane. A slit, whose position can be scanned, is placed at this back-focal-plane image plane. Another convex lens with focal length of 50 mm creates a second image plane, with a demagnification factor of 3.2 times compared to the first image plane. This enables the image to be commensurate with the size of the CCD in the spectrometer. To reconstruct that emission pattern that originates from a R6G molecule, the scanning slit is closed down to 200 μm to select one vertical portion (column) of the back-focal-plane image. Each pixel in this column is then
dispersed horizontally by the spectrometer’s grating onto its CCD. In this way, the spectrum corresponding to each pixel of the column can be found. This procedure is repeated for different horizontal positions of the slit, enabling the 2D SERS emission pattern to be found as a function of wavelength.

The measured far-field emission patterns of the 620 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman line of a single R6G-d0 molecule level event and of the 610 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman line of a single R6G-d4 molecule level event are shown as Figure 5-8b and Figure 5-8c, respectively. It can be seen that on both cases, the SERS emission is mostly contained in a small range of angles about the +\(z\) direction. The emission pattern of Figure 5-8b has full-widths-at-half-maximum (FWHMs) of 41 and 49 degrees in the \(xz\) and \(yz\) planes, respectively. These represent substantial directionality, and are close to the predicted values of 40 and 48 degrees for the \(xz\) and \(yz\) planes, respectively (Figure 5-4). By comparison, the power radiated by a dipole in free space, orientated in the \(x\)-direction, has a \(\cos^2 \theta\) dependence. Such a dipole would therefore have FWHMs of 90 and 360 degrees in the \(xz\) and \(yz\) planes, respectively. The experimental results demonstrate the dramatic modification to the direction of Raman emission from single molecules that occurs when they are placed in the feed gaps of optical antennas surrounded by silver nano rings and above a mirror.

The SERS spectrum is measured by removing the Bertrand lens. In this configuration, tube lens creates a sample image plane at the scanning slit and also at the entrance of spectrometer. The measured Raman spectra shown in Figure 5-8d are measured on the same single molecule level events whose emission patterns are shown as Figure 5-8b and Figure 5-8c. As before, the positions of the Raman lines are used to determine whether the single molecule level events originate from R6G-d0 or from R6G-
Figure 5-8. Measurement of single molecule Raman emission patterns: set-up and results. (a) Schematic of experimental setup for the measurement of emission patterns. (b) Measured far-field emission pattern of 620 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman lines of single R6G-d0 molecule. \(\theta\) and \(\phi\) are defined in Figure 5-1. The pattern is normalized by the maximum emitted signal. (c) Measured far-field emission pattern of 610 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman lines of single R6G-d4 molecule. The pattern is normalized by the maximum emitted signal. (d) Raman spectra measured from the same single molecules whose angular emission patterns are shown in panels (b) and (c).

5.6 Conclusions

In conclusion, we experimentally demonstrate an optical antenna chip that achieves directional SMSERS. SMSERS is one of the few methods of obtaining the vibrational
spectrum of a single molecule and presents opportunities for understanding chemical and biological systems at a fundamental level. Indeed, it is speculated that it may one day enable the observation of a single molecule undergoing a chemical reaction [33]. We anticipate that will be very beneficial for such fundamental scientific studies, but also in technological applications. In addition, we foresee wider applications of antenna approaches to other types of single emitters used in quantum optics and sensing.
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6 Wafer-scale metasurface for total power absorption, local field enhancement and single molecule Raman spectroscopy

6.1 Introduction

The ability to detect molecules at low concentrations is highly desired for applications that range from basic science to healthcare. Considerable interest also exists for ultrathin materials with high optical absorption, e.g. for microbolometers and thermal emitters. Metal nanostructures present opportunities to achieve both purposes. Metal nanoparticles can generate gigantic field enhancements, sufficient for the Raman spectroscopy of single molecules. Thin layers containing metal nanostructures (“metasurfaces”) can achieve near-total power absorption at visible and near-infrared wavelengths. Previous studies [1-6] have shown that metasurfaces enable efficient optical absorption at visible and infrared wavelengths. With the exception of Ref. [6], however, their fabrication involved electron beam lithography, a time-consuming and costly method that is only suitable over small areas (usually < 1 mm²). Ref. [6] aimed to address this by instead employing silver nanocubes, but their chemical synthesis is by no means straightforward. Thus far, however, both aims (i.e. single molecule Raman and total power absorption) have only been achieved using metal nanostructures produced by techniques (high resolution lithography or colloidal synthesis) that are complex and/or difficult to implement over large areas.
In this Chapter, we realize metasurfaces with near-complete absorption and record areas (4 inch wafers, i.e. ~80 cm²) using standard sputtering and evaporation techniques. These consist of silver nanoparticle islands formed over a silver mirror, with an SiO₂ spacer layer, and are termed “SIOM metasurfaces”. We show that their reflectance can be tuned by adjusting parameters that include the spacer thickness and the evaporation rate, which in turn modifies the silver nanoparticle island morphology. We discuss the physical interpretation of the perfect absorption phenomenon in terms of equivalent electric and magnetic surface currents. These are enabled by the SIOM metasurface supporting both electric and magnetic resonances. The perfect absorption behavior is accompanied by huge local field enhancement that is advantageous for surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [7-10]. We perform SERS measurements of molecules adsorbed to the SIOM metasurfaces and determine the enhancement factors (EFs), i.e. the factors by which the Raman signals from molecules on the SIOM metasurface are increased compared to molecules in the pure liquid form (i.e. no metasurface). We find that the SIOM metasurfaces exhibit EFs that are more than one order of magnitude larger than those of silver nanoparticle islands on glass. We furthermore demonstrate, for the first time, single molecule SERS with a metasurface. The large extent of our SIOM metasurface enables the observation of an unprecedented number (>7000) of single molecule SERS events.

6.2 Design and fabrication of SIOM metasurface

The SIOM metasurface we introduce is schematically illustrated as Figure 6-1a.
Figure 6-1. (a) Schematic of SIOM metasurface. Silver nanoparticle islands (depicted as red particles) are deposited on a 50 nm-thick SiO$_2$ spacer above a 120 nm-thick silver mirror. Silicon is used as supporting substrate. b. Image of fabricated SIOM metasurface with a diameter of 4 inches. c. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a portion of SIOM metasurface. Inset: SEM image of metasurface at higher magnification.

The fabrication of SIOM metasurface begins with evaporation (1 Å/sec) of titanium to a thickness of 5 nm on a silicon substrate to form an adhesion layer. After this, silver is deposited to a thickness of 120 nm on the titanium layer by evaporation (1 Å/sec). A 50-nm thick SiO$_2$ layer is then deposited by sputtering (0.4 Å/sec). Silver is then evaporated at a slow rate (0.2 Å/sec), thereby producing silver nanoparticle islands. The duration of this evaporation step is such that the amount of silver deposited is equivalent to the
amount that would be contained in 6.5 nm thick film, as measured by crystal oscillation monitor. These three steps complete the fabrication of the SIOM metasurface. We note that our approach involves no complex or expensive fabrication procedures, and is inherently suitable for the producing substrates with large areas. Indeed, the SIOM metasurfaces are on 4 inch wafers (Figure 6-1b), only limited by the sizes of the holders in our evaporator and sputterer. We furthermore note that we choose to employ a Si wafer as the underlying substrate for convenience. The silver mirror, however, is of sufficient thickness so that there is almost no penetration of light into the Si substrate. The optical properties of the substrate are therefore unimportant, meaning that even more economical substrate materials (e.g. plastic or steel) could be used.

An SEM image of a portion of the SIOM metasurface is shown in Figure 1c. The SEM image verifies that the silver nanoparticle islands are formed on the SiO$_2$ layer.

6.3 Perfect optical absorption of SIOM

It is seen from Figure 6-1b that the fabricated SIOM metasurface appears red in color. To understand this phenomenon, we measure its reflectance. In the reflection spectra measurements, the SIOM metasurface is illuminated by light from a halogen lamp focused by a microscope objective (NA=0.15, magnification 5×). The reflected light from the metasurface is collected by the same objective lens and analyzed by the spectrometer equipped with a thermoelectrically-cooled charge couple device (CCD). The reflected light from an area of the same sample containing only the SiO$_2$ spacer and silver mirror (i.e. no silver nanoparticle islands) is measured as reference. The normalized reflection spectrum is then found by dividing the spectrum measured from the SIOM by the
reference spectrum. This is then multiplied by the theoretical reflection spectrum of the sample containing only the SiO$_2$ spacer and silver mirror found using the method of Ref. [11]. This yields the SIOM reflection spectrum in absolute terms.

Figure 6-2. (a) Reflection spectra of SIOM metasurface. (b) Histogram of effective radii of silver nanoparticle islands of SIOM metasurface.

The reflection spectrum (Figure 6-2a) shows a dip at $\lambda \approx 525 \, nm$ at which the reflectance is very small. As we discuss further below, the dip is related to the excitation of localized surface plasmons on the silver nanoparticle islands, but these are strongly modified by the presence of the silver mirror. As the reflectance is below 10% over a band extending from $\lambda \approx 450 \, nm$ to 600 nm, the SIOM appears red in color (Figure
6-1b). To understand the origin of the reflection spectrum dip, we analyze the sizes of the nanoparticle islands. We randomly pick a 5 \( \mu \text{m} \times 3.5 \, \mu \text{m} \) region from the SEM of the SIOM substrate, import the image into MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc.), and find the effective radius of each silver nanoparticle island within this region. The effective radius is the radius of a circle that would have the same area as the area of the nanoparticle island, as found from analysis of the SEM image. The effective radii found in this way are tabulated in a histogram (Figure 6-2b), and can be seen to follow a Gaussian distribution (red fitted curve) that peaks at an effective radius of 15.4 nm and has a standard deviation of 6 nm. We check other areas of the SIOM substrate and obtain similar results. It is likely that this size dispersion contributes to the broad width of the reflection dip.

From Figure 6-2a, it can be seen that reflectance from the SIOM substrate is very low, being below 1% at a wavelength of \( \lambda = 525 \, \text{nm} \). Indeed, the SIOM metasurface achieves near total power absorption. The perfect absorption phenomenon can be interpreted as arising from the metasurface inducing equivalent magnetic and electric surface currents that produce far-fields that interfere destructively [6]. To explore this interpretation, we randomly choose a 1 \( \mu \text{m} \times 1 \, \mu \text{m} \) region (Figure 6-3a) of the SEM of Figure 6-1c, and simulate the fields under plane wave illumination using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method. The distribution of the sizes of the silver islands of the modeled structure (Figure 6-3a) is close to that shown in Figure 6-2b of the main part of the paper. The simulations take each silver island to have a cross-sectional shape that does not vary in the \( z \)-direction (normal to the substrate). This cross-sectional shape is imported directly from the SEM image. The silver islands are taken as being 14 nm
thick (the method to estimate this value will be discussed later). The thickness of the SiO$_2$ is 50 nm and the dielectric permittivity of silver is taken from Ref. [12]. Plane wave illumination from the air side at normal incidence with the electric field polarized along the $x$ direction is used (inset of Figure 6-3b). Periodic boundary conditions are applied along the $x$- and the $y$-boundaries of the unit cell. Perfectly matched layers are used at the $z$-boundaries of the simulation region.

![Figure 6-3. Equivalent electric currents and magnetic currents of SIOM metasurface.](image)

(a) SEM image of 1 $\mu$m $\times$ 1 $\mu$m area of SIOM metasurface that is simulated. (b) Simulated and experimentally measured reflection spectra of SIOM metasurface. Inset: $xy$ plane (6 nm above top surface of silver islands) over which equivalent currents are calculated. (c) Amplitude of $x$ component of simulated equivalent electric current density in $xz$ plane which is 6 nm above top surface of silver islands. (d) Amplitude of $y$ component of simulated equivalent electric current density in $xz$ plane which is 6 nm above top surface of silver island.
The simulated reflection spectrum is shown as Figure 6-3b along with the experimentally-measured reflection spectrum (see also Figure 6-2a). It can be seen that the position of the dip (\( \lambda = 530 \text{ nm} \)) of the simulated spectrum is close to that of the experimental one (\( \lambda = 525 \text{ nm} \)). Furthermore, the depth and width of the dip of the simulated spectrum are in reasonable agreement with those of the experimentally-measured spectrum. It is not unexpected that there are some differences due to the approximations made in the simulations, e.g. truncated particles at the edges of the unit cell, periodic boundary conditions, and silver islands with cross-sectional shapes that do not vary in the \( z \)-direction.

The surface equivalence theorem [11] is used to find the equivalent electric and magnetic current densities over the SIOM metasurface (Figure 6-3a) on an \( xy \) plane just above the tops of the silver islands:

\[
\vec{J}_s(x, y) = \hat{z} \times \vec{H}(x, y) \quad (6.1a)
\]

\[
\vec{M}_s(x, y) = -\hat{z} \times \vec{E}(x, y) \quad (6.1b)
\]

where \( \vec{J}_s(x, y) \) and \( \vec{M}_s(x, y) \) are the equivalent electric and magnetic current densities at position \((x, y)\), respectively, \( \hat{z} \) is the direction of surface normal, and \( \vec{H}(x, y) \) and \( \vec{E}(x, y) \) are the magnetic and electric fields at position \((x, y)\), respectively. The surface equivalence theorem can be interpreted as a vector form of Huygens’ Principle, with the equivalent electric and magnetic currents serving as sources that generate the fields outside the surface. To find the reflectance, we consider the far-fields in the \( z \)-direction, which can be shown to be given as follows.

\[
\vec{E}_f = i\omega u_0 \frac{e^{ikz}}{4\pi|P|} \iint \vec{J}_s(x, y) dxdy \quad (6.2a)
\]
\[
\vec{E}_m = \frac{e^{ikz}}{4\pi|\vec{r}|} \ i k \hat{z} \times \iint \vec{M}_s(x, y) \, dx \, dy \quad (6.2b)
\]

where \( \vec{E}_j \) and \( \vec{E}_m \) are the electric fields generated by electric currents and magnetic currents, respectively. \( \vec{r} \) is the observation point. \( k \) is the wave number in free space. The integrations are performed over the surface over which the magnetic and electric currents are specified. From the simulation results, we find that the \( x \) component dominates \( \iint \vec{j}_s(x, y) \, dx \, dy \) and that the \( y \) component dominates \( \iint \vec{M}_s(x, y) \, dx \, dy \) at \( \lambda=530 \) nm.

Equations (6.2a) and (6.2b) can therefore be simplified as follows:

\[
\vec{E}_j = \hat{x} \omega_0 \frac{e^{ikz}}{4\pi|\vec{r}|} \iint J_{sx}(x, y) \, dx \, dy \quad (6.3a)
\]

\[
\vec{E}_m = -\hat{y} \frac{e^{ikz}}{4\pi|\vec{r}|} \ i k \iint M_{sy}(x, y) \, dx \, dy \quad (6.3b)
\]

where \( J_{sx}(x, y) \) is the \( x \) component of \( \vec{j}_s(x, y) \) and \( M_{sy}(x, y) \) is the \( y \) component of \( \vec{M}_s(x, y) \). From Equations (6.3a) and (6.3b), it can be seen that the far-fields generated by the electric and magnetic currents destructively interfere if the ratio between total electric currents \( \iint J_{sx}(x, y) \, dx \, dy \) and total magnetic currents \( \iint M_{sy}(x, y) \, dx \, dy \) is \( \omega \mu_0 / k \) (\( \approx 377 \) ohm).

The equivalent magnetic and electric surface currents of modeled structures (Figure 6-3a) are found from the method discussed above. These current distributions are shown as Figure 6-3c and Figure 6-3d. It can be seen that the regions of enhanced electric currents are colocated with those of the enhanced magnetic currents. This originates from the SIOM metasurface simultaneously supporting electric and magnetic resonances; we discuss this point further below. These results show that, at the simulated resonance of \( \lambda=530 \) nm, the total effective magnetic and electric currents, i.e. each integrated over the unit cell, are in a ratio \( (383+1.2i \) ohm) that is close to 377 ohm, i.e. the impedance of free
space. The results therefore predict destructive cancellation of the far-fields produced by these currents, leading to the total absorption phenomenon.

The simultaneous existence of magnetic and electric resonances has been previously been studied in relation to total absorption [13]. To further explore the near-total absorption achieved by the SIOM substrate, we study a simplified model consisting of a silver disk (radius 29 nm) formed on a silver mirror, with an SiO₂ spacer layer (50 nm thick) between them. The disks are assumed to be on a square lattice (340 nm period). The disk thickness is taken as 14 nm thick, in order to match the value estimated for the actual SIOM metasurface. Plane wave illumination from the air side at normal incidence with the electric field polarized along the x direction is used (Figure 6-4a). Periodic boundary conditions are used along the x and y directions, with a unit cell size of 340 × 340 nm. Perfectly matched layers are used at the z direction boundaries.
Figure 6-4. Electromagnetic simulation of plasmonic resonance of SIOM metasurface (a) Schematic of simplified SIOM metasurface in the simulation. (b) Blue curve: electric field intensity at monitor point (blue dot of inset), normalized by intensity of illuminating plane wave ($|E|^2/|E_0|^2$). Electric field intensity monitor point is along $x$ axis of silver disk, at 0.5 nm from its outer radius and 5 nm above top surface of SiO$_2$. Red curve: magnetic field intensity at monitor point (red dot of inset), normalized by intensity of illuminating plane wave ($|H|^2/|H_0|^2$). Magnetic field intensity monitor point is 0.5 nm below center of silver disk, i.e. in underlying SiO$_2$. (c) Vector plot of instantaneous electric field normalized to incident field on $xz$ plane cross-section through silver disk when it is illuminated at $\lambda=525$ nm, at time instant denoted $t = 0$. (d) Vector plot of instantaneous electric field normalized to incident field on $xz$ plane cross-section through silver disk when illuminated at $\lambda=525$ nm, at time instant denoted $t = T_0/12$, where $T_0$ is period. (e) Plot of instantaneous magnetic field ($y$ component) normalized to incident field on $xz$ plane cross-section through silver disk, at $t = 0$. Illumination wavelength is $\lambda=525$ nm. Other components of magnetic field are not plotted as they are much weaker than $y$ component.

The electric field intensity monitor point is along $x$ axis of silver disk, at 0.5 nm
from its outer radius and 5 nm above top surface of the SiO₂. The magnetic field intensity
monitor point is 0.5 nm below the center of the silver disk, i.e. in the underlying SiO₂.
The locations of these monitor points are also indicated in Figure 6-4a. The intensities,
normalized to those of the illumination, are plotted as a function of wavelength in Figure
6-4. It can be seen that the silver disk has both electric and magnetic resonances at the
wavelength of :=525 nm. To gain physical insight into the nature of these resonances, the
normalized electric fields around the silver disk at two different times are shown as
Figure 6-4c and Figure 6-4d. The variation of electric fields in the time domain
determines the directions of the induced conduction currents (as indicated by the blue
arrows in Figure 6-4c) and displacement currents (as indicated by the red arrows in
Figure 6-4c). As shown in Figure 6-4c, the conduction and displacement currents form a
loop. The area enclosed by the current loop generates inductance (L) and the gap between
the silver disk and mirror introduces capacitance (C). The resultant LC circuit generates a
magnetic resonance. When illuminated on resonance, the magnetic field within the
current loop is therefore enhanced (Figure 6-4e). As we discuss further below, this
facilitates near-perfect absorption.

Using the techniques for the modeled structures in Figure 6-3a, the equivalent
currents are calculated across an xy plane that is 6 nm above the simplified SIOM
metasurface. Similar to the simulation results for the complex SIOM metasurface (Figure
6-3a), the simulations of the simplified structure show that the x component of electric
currents and y component of magnetic currents are much larger than their other
components. Therefore, we plot the amplitudes of x component of s (x,y) and y
component of s (x,y) in one unit cell of the simplified SIOM metasurface in Figure
6-5a and Figure 6-5b, respectively. As expected, the effective electric currents and magnetic currents are enhanced around the silver island by the magnetic and electric resonances at $\lambda=525$ nm. It can be seen that the spatial distributions of the electric and magnetic currents – with the former being enhanced in the region above the disk while the latter is enhanced in a similar way, but with the addition of two lobes – are similar to those of the SIOM metasurface (circled regions of Figure 6-3c-d). We furthermore calculate $\iint J_{sx}(x,y)dx dy$ and $\iint M_{sy}(x,y)dx dy$. These are found to be in a ratio of $381+7i$ ohm, which is again close to 377 ohm. The simulations therefore predict that the simplified SIOM metasurface acts as an almost perfect absorber. For comparison, we perform similar calculations on a structure that is the same, but without the silver mirror (results not shown). The ratio between the effective magnetic and electric currents at $\lambda=525$ nm is $13949i$ ohm, which is very different from 377 ohm, meaning that perfect absorption is not achieved.

Figure 6-5. Simulated equivalent electric and magnetic currents of simplified SIOM metasurface. (a) Amplitudes of $x$ component of effective electric current density in an $xz$ plane which is 6 nm above top surface of silver disk. (b) Amplitudes of $y$ component of effective electric current density in an $xz$ plane which is 6 nm above top surface of silver disk.
6.4 Tunable optical absorption of SIOM

The SIOM metasurface reflectance spectrum is readily tuned by modifying the fabrication process. Varying the evaporation rate presents a means for doing this, as it in turn modifies the sizes of the nanoparticle islands that are produced [14, 15]. To show the tunable optical absorption of SIOM with 50-nm thick SiO$_2$ spacer by changing the evaporation rate, we fabricate three SIOM samples using silver evaporation rates that vary from 0.2 Å/sec to 0.6 Å/sec.

![Reflection spectra of SIOM substrates](image)

Figure 6-6. Reflection spectra of SIOM substrates with silver evaporation rates of 0.2 Å/sec, 0.4 Å/sec and 0.6 Å/sec.

In Figure 6-6, the reflectance spectra of SIOM metasurfaces produced with different silver evaporation rates are shown. It can be seen that increasing the evaporation rate red-shifts the reflectance dip position, which indicates the silver nanoparticle islands increase in size with evaporation rate. Annealing after deposition is another means for modifying the sizes of the silver nanoparticle islands [16, 17]. One would also expect that modifying the thickness of the SiO$_2$ layer would permit the reflectance spectrum to be tuned, due to the important role of the nanoparticle island-film coupling in this system. In
Figure 6-7, we show reflectance spectra for SIOM substrates fabricated using methods that are identical, apart from the spacer layer thickness being varied from 30 to 65 nm. It can be seen that the reflectance dip blue-shifts with increasing spacer layer thickness. This is in agreement with the previous theoretical studies [18, 19] that show that the coupling between an optical antenna and mirror (i.e. silver mirror here) reduces with their separation, leading to a blue-shift of the plasmon resonance.

![Graph showing reflectance spectra with different spacer layer thicknesses.](image)

**Figure 6-7.** Reflection spectra of SIOM metasurfaces having SiO$_2$ spacer layers with thicknesses of 30 nm, 53 nm and 65 nm. Inset: images of fabricated SIOM with different thicknesses of SiO$_2$ layer

### 6.5 SIOM's application for SERS

Because our SIOM metasurface achieve near-total optical absorption in a very thin region at its surface, it is intuitive to expect that huge local field enhancement will occur around the silver island nanoparticles. This makes it an ideal candidate for SERS. SERS substrates patterned with high resolution lithography (e.g. e-beam) achieve very high performance and reproducibility [20-28], but have high cost and small active areas. For many applications, however, large area and low cost are critical. This has motivated the
development of SERS substrates patterned by methods other than high resolution lithography, e.g. with nanomaterials such as nanospheres \([29, 30]\) or nanoshells \([31]\). Our SIOM metasurfaces, however, present further advantages in this regard, however, as their fabrication does not involve lithography, nor the use of nanomaterials, but rather standard thin film deposition methods. The SIOM metasurface generates larger SERS enhancements than its simpler counterpart that consists of silver islands on an \(\text{SiO}_2\) substrate. This can be understood by considering the excitation and scattered fields in the SERS process. The SIOM metasurface achieves near-total absorption, meaning that the coupling between excitation fields and the plasmonic resonance of the silver islands is more efficient for the SIOM metasurface than for the simpler SERS substrates (silver islands on glass). For the SIOM metasurface, therefore, the field enhancement of the excitation is stronger. This is confirmed by simulations of the electric field intensities produced by the SIOM (modeled structure shown in Figure 6-3a) and by its counterpart consisting of silver islands on glass. The results of simulation are shown in Figure 6-8. These plot the field intensity enhancement on a plane that is half-way through the silver islands, i.e. 7 nm above the \(\text{SiO}_2\) surface. It is seen that the peak value \((1.2 \times 10^4)\) of the field intensity enhancement of SIOM is \(~3.3\) times larger than that \((3.6 \times 10^3)\) of the silver islands on \(\text{SiO}_2\).
In addition to enhancement of the incident field, the silver mirror reshapes the SERS emission patterns so that the emission is mostly radiated into air [25, 32], rather than into the substrate.

For comparison purposes, we characterize the SERS performance not only of our SIOM metasurfaces (Figure 6-1b), but also that of a substrate consisting of silver nanoparticle islands on indium tin oxide coated glass. The latter is fabricated by evaporating silver at the same rate as that used for the SIOM metasurface. This produces silver nanoparticle islands very similar to those of the SIOM metasurface, as confirmed by scanning electron microscopy (not shown here).

The samples (SIOM and silver islands on glass) are immersed in a solution of benzenethiol in ethanol ($3 \times 10^{-3}$ mol/L) for 1 hour. This results in a self-assembled monolayer of benzenethiol on the silver islands. After removal from the benzenethiol solution, the samples are rinsed in ethanol and blown dry with nitrogen. SERS measurements are made with a Raman microscope (Horiba Jobin Yvon, LabRam).
equipped with a spectrometer and a thermoelectrically-cooled charge coupled device (CCD). The excitation laser wavelength is $\lambda = 532$ nm and the power impinging upon the substrate is 0.03 mW. These parameters are used for the measurements both on the SIOM metasurface and on the silver nanoparticle islands on glass. An objective lens (NA=0.15, magnification 5×) is used to focus the excitation laser on the sample and collect the emitted Raman signals. The signal accumulation time for the CCD detector is 10 seconds. The results (Figure 6-8a) of SERS measurements show that the SERS signals (and hence signal-to-noise ratios) of all Raman lines are much larger for the SIOM metasurface than for the silver island nanoparticles on glass. This indicates that the SIOM metasurface produces considerably stronger SERS enhancements than do the silver nanoparticle islands on SiO$_2$. To quantify the improvement, we analyze the 1072 cm$^{-1}$ and 1586 cm$^{-1}$ Raman lines. The SERS enhancement factor of these two Raman lines for the SIOM metasurface and the silver nanoparticle islands on glass are calculated by comparing SERS measurements of Figure 4a with measurements made on pure benzenethiol liquid using the technique shown in a previous study [22]. To calculate the SERS enhancement factor, SERS measurements are made of Raman scattering from pure benzenethiol liquid sandwiched between a microscope slide and a coverslip. The benzenethiol thickness (500 µm) is defined using a spacer to separate the slide and coverslip. The SERS enhancement factor is then given by $EF = \frac{I_{SERS}/N_{SERS}}{I_{REF}/N_{REF}}$, where $I_{SERS}$ and $I_{REF}$ are the signal intensities measured in the SERS and Raman experiments, respectively. These intensities are the heights of the Raman lines in the spectra with the background subtracted. $N_{SERS}$ and $N_{REF}$ are the numbers of molecules in the SERS and Raman experiments, respectively. $N_{SERS}$ is given by the area of the exposed silver surfaces of the SIOM substrate or simple silver
islands multiplied by the packing density of benzenethiol ($6.8 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-2}$ [33]). To estimate the area of the exposed silver surfaces, we model each silver nanoparticle island as a cylindrical pillar whose radius is chosen to yield a cross sectional area matching that of the silver nanoparticle island, as determined from the SEM image. According to the measurements made using a crystal oscillation monitor, the amount of silver deposited is equivalent to that contained in a 6.5 nm thick film. The heights of the pillars are therefore estimated by equating their volume to that of a 6.5 nm thick film. For the SIOM metasurface shown in Figure 6-1c for example, this yields an estimated height of 14 nm. The estimated surface area of the exposed silver surfaces is then taken as the areas of the tops and sides of the cylinders. $N_{REF}$ is given by the confocal collection volume of the microscope multiplied by the density of pure benzenethiol (9.8 mol/L). The collection volume is found by measuring the Raman signal from a silicon wafer as a function of its position along the optical axis [22].
Figure 6-9. SERS measurement. (a) SERS spectra measured from SIOM metasurface (blue line) and silver island nanoparticles on SiO$_2$ (red line) coated with benzenethiol. For display purposes, Raman spectrum from SIOM metasurface is shifted vertically by 7000 Raman counts and Raman spectrum from silver nanoparticle islands on glass is enlarged by 5 times. (b) Mapping of SERS signal of 1586 cm$^{-1}$ Raman line over SIOM metasurface. Plotted quantity is intensity of 1586 cm$^{-1}$ Raman line with background subtracted.

The experimentally-determined SERS enhancement factors of the 1072 cm$^{-1}$ and 1586 cm$^{-1}$ Raman lines of the SIOM metasurface are $4.3 \times 10^7$, and $4.4 \times 10^7$, respectively. By contrast, for the same Raman lines, the silver island nanoparticles on glass exhibit measured enhancement factors of $2.5 \times 10^6$ and $1.8 \times 10^6$. The enhancement factors of the 1072 cm$^{-1}$ and 1586 cm$^{-1}$ Raman lines of the SIOM metasurface are
therefore respectively 17 and 24 times larger than those of the silver island nanoparticles on glass. The more than one order of magnitude boost in enhancement factor results from improvement in the coupling between the incident light and plasmon resonance of the SIOM metasurface. The Raman scattering is furthermore efficiently collected due to the presence of the silver mirror.

We next investigate the uniformity in SERS enhancement with position on the SIOM metasurface. A 300 µm × 300 µm region of the SIOM metasurface is scanned with a step size of 30 µm, with a SERS spectrum obtained at each stage position. The measurement parameters are described in the Methods section. We plot the intensity of the 1586 cm⁻¹ Raman line with the background removed as a function of stage position (Figure 6-8b). It can be seen that the SERS enhancement is very uniform, with the standard deviation being only ~4% of the mean. The other Raman lines and the other regions of the SIOM metasurface also show similar results. We anticipate that the very high degree of uniformity of the SIOM metasurface would be advantageous for many applications.

6.6 Single Molecule SERS (SMSERS) using SIOM metasurface

The initial reports of single molecule SERS (SMSERS) [9, 10] garnered considerable interest, but the demonstration of a large area substrate with SMSERS sensitivity has proven elusive. Furthermore, previous reports of SMSERS have been performed almost entirely using aggregates of Ag colloidal nanoparticles that are very heterogeneous, with generally fewer than 1% being SMSERS-active [34]. Here, we demonstrate that our SIOM metasurfaces have SMSERS sensitivity. This is performed
the isotopologue method [35, 36]. We introduce two forms of Rhodamine 6G (R6G-d0 and R6G-d4) to the SIOM substrates at low concentration (0.2 nM). As discussed further below, this allows us to prove that the SERS spectra we then measure are predominantly from single molecules.

Figure 6-10. Experimental results of SMSERS on SIOM meatsurface. (a). Representative Raman spectra of R6G-d0 molecule and R6G-d4 molecule at single molecule level. R6G-d4 spectrum is shifted vertically by 2000 counts for display purposes. (b) Histogram of single molecule level events: null (purple), R6G-d0 molecule only (blue), both R6G-d0 and R6G-d4 molecules (green), and R6G-d4 molecule only (red).

The isotopologue method we use for verifying that SMSERS is achieved [35] employs two forms of Rhodamine 6G that differ only in the isotopic composition of their atoms, with the hydrogen atoms in R6G-d0 being replaced by deuterium atoms in R6G-
d4. The isotopologues adsorb to the metasurface with identical affinities, yet can be distinguished by shifts in their vibrational features. The Raman line of R6G-d0 at ~620 cm\(^{-1}\) shifts to ~610 cm\(^{-1}\) in R6G-d4, for example. This presents a means for determining whether a measured SERS spectrum originates from one or from both types of molecules. If the SMSERS regime has been achieved, and the SERS spectra are from predominantly single molecules, then these spectra should indicate the presence of chiefly one isotopologue (R6G-d0 or R6G-d4), with both types of molecules being simultaneously present only infrequently.

For the SMSERS measurement, the SIOM substrate is soaked in a solution containing the isotopologues R6G-d0 and R6G-d4 in methanol (0.2 nM each) for 12 hours, washed in methanol, then blown dry with nitrogen. The SIOM substrate is then scanned in the Raman microscope with a step size of 4 \(\mu\)m across an 896 \(\times\) 896 \(\mu\)m region of SIOM metasurface. In the microscope, a laser beam (\(\lambda = 532\) nm) is focused onto the substrate with a microscope objective (NA=0.9, magnification 100\(\times\)). The laser power incident on the chip is 0.03 mW. The same objective lens is used to collect the Raman signal into a spectrometer equipped with CCD sensor. The integration time of acquiring the Raman spectrum for each scan position is 0.5 seconds. Measurements are made at 50625 stage positions, of which 7059 yield spectra that clearly contain Raman features. The criterion for a spectrum containing Raman features is that the height of the Raman peak (after background subtraction) is larger than the sum of the average value and one standard deviation. The average value and standard deviation are found from analysis of the spectra obtained at all 50625 stage positions. Representative spectra are included as Figure 6-10a. Each measured SERS spectrum is classified into one of three
categories: it contains no R6G features, or it contains only R6G-d0 features, or it contains only R6G-4 features, or it contains both R6G-d0 and d4 features. The results are shown as a histogram in Figure 6-10b. That the measured spectra contain features of both isotopologues simultaneously on an infrequent basis indicates that the SMSERS regime is achieved. This can be further quantified with a Poisson-binomial model. The histogram of Figure 5b shows that the number of events with no molecules (null events), R6G-d0 only, both R6G-d0 and d4, and R6G-d4 events are in a ratio of 43566:3407:267:3385, i.e. a normalized ratio of ~163:12.8:1:12.7. From the SEM of the SIOM metasurface (Figure 6-1c), it can be seen that many nanoparticles would be within the laser spot employed in the SERS measurements. It is entirely possible, therefore, that within the laser spot, there are general several locations of the SIOM metasurfaces at which the enhancement is sufficiently strong so that SMSERS is possible. One may think of the union of these regions as the hot spot region. A Poisson-Binomial model with on average 0.15 molecules within the hot spot region predicts that 86.1% will contain no molecules, 6.7% will contain only R6G-d0 molecules, 6.7% will contain only R6G-d4 molecules, and 0.52% will contain both R6G-d0 and R6G-d4. Such a model would therefore predict that, for the 50625 measurement points, the numbers with no molecules, R6G-d0 only, both R6G-d0 and d4, and R6G-d4 only would be 43573:3394:264:3394, i.e. a normalized ratio of ~165:12.85:1:12.85. This is in very reasonable agreement with the experimentally-measured ratio, confirming the validity of the model. The model further predicts that the 6.7% of events containing only one isotopologue comprises 6.45% having solely one molecule, with the remaining 0.25% having two or more molecules. One may therefore conclude that ~96.3% of SERS spectra containing features of only one isotopologue
originate from a single molecule, with the remaining ~3.7% originating from two or more molecules.

6.7 Conclusions

In conclusion, we demonstrate a visible-wavelength metasurface that achieves near-total power absorption and exhibits single molecule sensitivity. Our SIOM metasurface consists of silver nanoparticle islands over a silver mirror, and is therefore readily fabricated on a wafer-scale using standard thin film depositions. The SIOM metasurface supports magnetic and electric resonances. These can be considered to generate effective electric and magnetic currents that generate far-fields that cancel, leading to zero reflection and complete absorption. We show that the spectral properties of the SIOM metasurface can be tuned by modifying its geometry via changing the fabrication parameters. As one might intuitively expect, the total absorption property is accompanied by very strong local field enhancement. We demonstrate that this is highly advantageous for SERS. Measurements show that our SIOM metasurfaces exhibit SERS enhancement factors that are more than one order of magnitude higher than those of silver nanoparticle islands on glass. The results also demonstrate a very high degree of uniformity over the SIOM substrate, with the standard deviation in SERS signal being only ~4% of the mean. We demonstrate that the high enhancement factor permits the detection of the Raman spectra of single molecules. Due to the uniformity of our SIOM substrate and its large area, we are able to present an unparalleled number (>7000) of single molecule events. We anticipate that, due to their high performance, large area, and low fabrication cost, SIOM metasurfaces could be highly appropriate for many applications in SERS, such as
food safety monitoring [37-39], explosive detection [40, 41], and pharmaceutical quality control [42, 43].
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